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Executive Summary 

This paper summarizes various techniques to perform attribution of computer attackers 
who are exploiting data networks.  Attribution can be defined as “determining the identity 
or location of an attacker or an attacker’s intermediary.”  In the public literature 
“traceback” or “source tracking” are often used as terms instead of “attribution.” 

This paper is intended for use by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) as it considers if 
it should improve its attribution capability, and if so, how to do so.  However, since the 
focus of this paper is on technology, it may also be of use to many others such as law 
enforcement personnel.  This is a technical report, and assumes that the reader 
understands the basics of network technology, especially the Transmission Control 
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite of protocols. 

The paper identifies the following attribution techniques: 

1. Store Logs & Traceback Queries 9. Exploit/Force Attacker Self-
Identification (e.g., beacons, web 
bugs, cookies, watermarking) 

2. Perform Input Debugging 10. Observe Honeypot/honeynet 

3. Modify Transmitted Messages 11. Employ Forward-deployed 
Intrusion Detection Systems 
(IDSs) 

4. Transmit Separate Messages (e.g., 
iTrace) 

12. Perform Filtering (e.g., Network 
Ingress Filtering) 

5. Reconfigure & Observe Network 13. Implement Spoof Prevention 

6. Query Hosts 14. Secure Hosts/Routers 

7. Insert Host Monitor Functions 
(e.g., “Hack Back”) 

15. Surveil Attacker 

8. Match Streams (via headers, 
content, and/or timing) 

16. Employ Reverse Flow 

17.  Combine Techniques 

The paper also discusses a number of issues related to attribution. 
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This paper concludes and recommends the following: 

1. There are a large number of different attribution techniques.  Each technique 
has its strengths and weaknesses; no single technique replaces all others. 

2. Attribution is difficult and inherently limited.  In particular, attackers can 
cause attacks to be delayed and perform their attacks through many 
intermediaries in many jurisdictions, making attribution difficult.  In some 
cases this can be partly countered, for example, by treating some information-
gathering techniques as attacks (and attributing them), using multiple 
techniques, and using techniques that resist this problem (such as 
exploiting/forcing attacker self-identification and attacker surveillance).  
Nevertheless, because of the difficulty and uncertainty in performing 
attribution, computer network defense should not depend on attribution.  
Instead, attribution should be part of a larger defense-in-depth strategy. 

3. Attribution tends to be easier against insiders or insider intermediaries. 

4. Prepositioning is necessary for many attribution techniques. 

5. Many techniques are immature and will require funding before they are ready 
for deployment.  If the DoD wishes to have a robust attribution capability, it 
must be willing to fund its development and deployment. 

6. A useful first step for the DoD would be to change the terrain of its own 
network.  By this, we mean modify DoD computers and networks to aid 
attribution techniques.  This includes hardening routers and hosts, so 
exploiting them as intermediaries is more difficult, limiting spoofable 
protocols, disabling broadcast amplification/reflection, and implementing 
network ingress filtering.  Changing the terrain should also be applied to key 
networks the DoD relies on, to the extent possible. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper summarizes various techniques to perform attribution of computer attackers 
who are exploiting data networks.  Attribution can be defined as determining the identity 
or location of an attacker or an attacker’s intermediary.  In the public literature 
“traceback” or “source tracking” are often used as terms instead of “attribution,” and in 
the commercial world a major interest in attribution is to counter distributed denial of 
service (DDoS) attacks.  A taxonomy of DDoS attacks and of DDoS defense mechanisms 
is given in [Mirkovic].  This paper was developed by identifying and organizing the 
public literature available on the subject. 

This paper is intended for use by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) in considering if 
and how it should improve its attribution capability. However, since the focus of this 
paper is on technology, the list of techniques may also be of use to many others such as 
law enforcement personnel.  This is a technical report, and assumes that the reader 
understands the basics of network technology, especially the Internet’s Transmission 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite of protocols. 

There are other summaries of attribution techniques, such as [Lee 2002] and Dave 
Dittrich’s list of DDoS attacks and tools [Dittrich].  A website dedicated to surveying 
backtracking analysis is at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [ORNL], sponsored by the 
Office of Counter Intelligence of the U.S. Department of Energy, which includes the 
survey [Dunigan 2001].  Another website records the results of the “Attack Traceback 
Summit Proceedings” of September 6-8, 2000 [Purdue]; [Buchholz] includes a summary.  
Silicon Defense maintains a “Traceback and Related Papers Archive” [Silicon Defense].  
However, these other summaries omit many attribution techniques, so making decisions 
solely based on them would ignore important alternatives.  This paper aims to fulfill the 
need for a more inclusive summary of attribution techniques. 

1.1 Defining Attribution 

There is no universally agreed upon definition of the term attribution in the field of 
information assurance (IA).  One dictionary defines the general term “attribution” as “to 
explain by indicating a cause.” [Merriam-Webster 1983]. 

This paper defines “attribution” as “determining the identity or location of an attacker or 
an attacker’s intermediary.”  A resulting identity may be a person’s name, an account, an 
alias, or similar information associated with a person.  A location may include physical 
(geographic) location, or a virtual location such as an IP address or Ethernet address. 
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This definition includes intermediaries, and not just the attacker.  An ideal attribution 
process would always identify the original attacker’s identity and location.  
Unfortunately, clever attackers can often make themselves difficult to directly attribute 
(and/or providing misleading information to hide the true attacker).  However, even if 
only an intermediary is identified, that information can still be useful.  For example, 
blocking an attack may be more effective if an intermediary is known. 

An attribution process may also provide additional information, such as the path used to 
perform the attack and the timing of the attack, but these cannot always be determined.  
In particular, it is worth noting that it can be difficult to determine by technical means the 
motivation for an attack.1

A related term is traceback, which will be defined in this paper as “any attribution 
technique that begins with the defending computer and recursively steps backwards in the 
attack path toward the attacker.”  Thus, traceback techniques are a subset of attribution 
techniques.  The term “traceback” is common in the public literature on this topic. 

1.2 Rationale for Attribution 

The U.S., including the DoD, is under constant network attack, and there is every reason 
to believe that increasingly capable and sophisticated network attacks will be perpetrated 
in the future.  While there is a great need to harden DoD infrastructure from these attacks, 
passive computer network defenses cannot be, and will never be, perfect.  Thus, if the 
DoD attempts to passively withstand all attacks, it will eventually succumb to a serious 
attack.  As with conventional warfare, a good offense is often the strongest defense. 

However, many offensive techniques, such as computer network attack, legal action (e.g., 
arrests and lawsuits), and kinetic energy attacks, can only be deployed if the source of the 
attack can be attributed with high confidence.  In addition, some defensive techniques can 
only be employed if the defender has specific knowledge about the attacker’s identity or 
location.  Therefore, there is a need for attribution. 

1.3 The Problem 

In this paper, we assume that there is an adversary, attacking a system via a data network, 
who is potentially both intelligent and resourceful.  This adversary will be termed the 
“attacker” in this paper.  Other papers may use other terms such as “intruder” or 
“cracker.”  In this environment, the defender (also termed the victim) wants to identify or 
locate the attacker or at least an intermediary so a targeted response can be employed. 

                                                 

1 There is ongoing work to attempt to infer the motivation / intent of attackers, based on information presented by 
the attack.  For example, see the DARPA project “Inferring Intent of Attackers” by Peter A. Jarvis,  
Karen L Myers, and Teresa Lunt; more information about the project is at http://www.ai.sri.com/project/IIA. 
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Unfortunately, a resourceful attacker can use many approaches to make attribution 
difficult: 

1. On an internet, data identifying the sender is normally unused while sending, 
so its source information can be easily forged.  Forging the sender’s identity in 
a message is called spoofing [Bellovin 1989].  In particular, at the Internet IP 
level, spoofing UDP packets is trivial.  Spoofing TCP packets is slightly more 
difficult because of TCP protocol’s design (particularly because of TCP’s 
“sequence numbers”) but it is still possible (for further discussion, see 
[Bellovin 1996] [Zalewski 2001]). 

2. Attackers can use a “reflector host”, who replies to a forged sender and thus 
really replies to the actual victim, hiding the attacker’s location. 

3. Attackers can exploit protocols in other, subtler ways to hide their identity.  
For example, they can set their IP packet’s “time to live” (TTL) value too low 
and then forge the source address.  A router will reply with an expired packet 
message to the forged source address [Templeton 2003]. 

4. Attackers can hide their identity and location by using a “laundering” host 
[Lee 2002].  A laundering host is a system that transforms data in some 
manner. 

• A laundering host that immediately passes that data without processing 
(other than repackaging the data for its new source, origin, and lower-level 
protocol) is termed a stepping stone.  For example, if an attacker logs into 
system A (e.g., using ssh), and then uses system A to log into system B 
(e.g., using telnet), then system A is a stepping stone between the attacker 
and system B.   

• A laundering host that performs some more significant processing or 
intentionally inserts some delay is termed a zombie.  In particular, note 
that an attacker may use a zombie to delay an attack for a long time, 
giving the attacker ample opportunity to escape before the attack triggers. 

5. Attackers may use very fast attacks, possibly measured in milliseconds, or 
may distribute their attack over lengthy periods (e.g., months).  This large 
range of timescales makes it more difficult to build effective attribution tools. 

Figure 1 illustrates the attribution problem’s environment.  The thick lines represent local 
area networks, the circles represent routers, and the rectangles represent other hosts on 
the network.  In this illustration, the attacker (on the top left of the diagram) sends an 
attack through a number of different hosts, which ends up at the defending host.  The 
defender must attribute (identify or locate the attacker or at least one of the 
intermediaries) without misidentifying an innocent host. Although not shown in this 
figure, the attacker may actually control multiple intermediate systems.  For example, 
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks involve a single attacker controlling a large 
number of intermediate systems that then attack a defender. 
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Figure 1. Attribution Problem 

Modern environments often make attribution quite difficult.  Typical computer network 
environments are not designed to support attribution of attackers.  There are often many 
components in a network, making it easier for attackers to hide.  Data paths may go 
through many systems in many countries or may be controlled by many different 
administrative domains, including those who may be hostile or noncooperative.  Many 
networking capabilities unintentionally create complications for attribution, such as 
network address translation (NAT) that can change the sender and receiver address. 

1.4 Scope 

This paper is focused solely on identifying different techniques that could be used for 
attribution of attackers. This paper only examines attribution techniques for attackers 
attacking via an electronic data network (usually an Internet standards based network).  
Other attacks, such as physical attacks, social engineering attacks, or trusted 
programmers inserting malicious code into their own programs during development, are 
concerns but are outside the scope of this paper. This paper concentrates on approaches 
based on technology; non-technical approaches such as various human intelligence 
techniques are not the focus of this paper. 

This paper does not cover identifying or locating people who are not directly attacking 
the defender.  In particular, identifying or locating people voluntarily cooperating with 
each other is not covered in this paper, although some attribution techniques may also be 
useful in that case.  [Wright 2002] describes some attribution-like techniques for 
anonymous peer-to-peer (P2P) networks.  It also does not cover the general issue of 
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discovering network topologies (as opposed to individual people or nodes); other 
resources such as the Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis2 or Cyber-
geography Research3 may be useful starting points for such information. 

This paper does not cover how to detect the occurrence of an attack.  This paper presumes 
that for whatever reason, an attack has been detected.  In practice, the attack might be 
detected by components such as an intrusion detection system (IDS), application, or 
firewall.  See [Axelsson 2000] for a survey and taxonomy of IDSs.  There are 
alternatives, for example, a random sample of data could be attributed to ensure that only 
authorized users are using the system.  Indeed, the defender could treat all data as an 
attack unless proven otherwise, though this is unlikely to be practical in many 
environments. 

This paper does not concern itself with determining how the attacker attacked.  For 
purposes of this paper, this is considered part of “characterization,” which is defined in 
this paper as “determining how the attacker attacked, including determining the 
properties, capabilities, and relative strength of an attack.”  The attribution process may 
also aid in characterizing the attack, but characterization is considered outside the scope 
of this paper. 

After attribution, a defender may decide to perform some response to the attack 
specifically directed at the attacker or the attacker’s intermediary.  There are many 
response options, including host/network reconfiguration (e.g., lowering the bandwidth 
along some paths, disconnection of the attacker’s path, transferring the connection to a 
decoy/honeypot, or hardening/re-installing intermediate systems), legal action, 
intelligence operations, computer network (counter) attack (CNA), and kinetic energy 
attack.  Clearly, the decision of what response to make may depend on the nature of the 
attack, the attribution information, the confidence in that attribution, etc.  Response 
options and decision processes are outside the scope of this paper. 

There are important legal and policy issues surrounding attribution, but this is a large 
topic by itself and is outside the scope of this paper.  [Aldrich 2002] examines some of 
the important legal issues involved in attribution, and notes that the law recognizes four 
fairly distinct roles in the area of computer network defense (CND): service provider, law 
enforcement, intelligence, and the warfighter.  Some of these attribution techniques can 
only be used in certain special conditions or used a limited number of times, and their use 
must be carefully controlled.  Some laws may need to be modified or clarified before 
some techniques can be used, at least in certain circumstances.  Clearly, attribution 
techniques must be controlled in a way to ensure that their use is legal.  Again, for more 
information on the legal issues, see [Aldrich 2002]. 

                                                 

2 http://www.caida.org 

3 http://www.cybergeography.org 
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Important terms in the DoD are Computer Network Attack (CNA) and Computer 
Network Defense (CND).  Determining whether or not an attribution technique is a CNA 
or CND technique, and under what conditions, is not in the scope of this paper. 

1.5 Generalization 

To simplify and shorten this paper, general attribution techniques are discussed along 
with specific examples from publicly available literature.  These general techniques can 
then be applied a number of different ways. 

In particular, each technique can apply to many different network protocols.  Much of the 
public literature on attribution focuses on the Internet Protocol (IP).  One reason for this 
focus is that IP is central to any network based on Internet standards, so any 
implementation focusing on IP is useful in many circumstances.  However, attribution 
can also be supported in other protocols, including Ethernet, Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol (SMTP, the Internet standard for email), instant messaging protocols, the 
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), and so on.  Rather than re-describing the 
same general technique for each protocol, a single technique is discussed that may apply 
to many protocols.  To emphasize this generality, the term “message” is used instead of 
“packet.”  A “message” is a unit of information for the relevant protocol.  Every 
“message” has a “message header” and “message content”: 

1. The message header provides information about the message, such as the 
source and destination of the message.  This information is used to bring the 
message to its intended recipient. 

2. The message content contains the actual message.  This content may be 
further broken down (e.g., Internet mail message content may have multiple 
MIME parts). 

A “router” for a given protocol is any component that forwards messages of that protocol.  
For example, an Internet router is a router for IP traffic, while a Mail Transfer Agent 
(MTA) is a router for SMTP email. 

This paper uses other means to describe the techniques in more general ways: 

1. Many techniques can be implemented on the endpoints (hosts) of the 
communications, on the message routers, or on separate monitors that observe 
network traffic.  These are not considered separate techniques, although the 
impact of different implementations may be noted. 

2. Many techniques can be implemented either manually or in an automated 
manner.  Automation of a manual technique is not considered a different 
technique.  Note that manual techniques often fail since the speed of attacks 
can be far greater than a manual technique can support. 
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3. Many techniques that involve querying can respond with either the 
information being requested, or simply store the response and respond with an 
index to that response.  The advantage of the latter approach is that the 
information is stored, but authentication and authorization of the person 
requesting the attribution information can happen separately.  Since such 
authentication and authorization may take a long time, but the data may 
disappear if not stored quickly, this approach can be valuable. 
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2. Attribution Techniques 

There are many different technical approaches that can be used to perform attribution.  
For purposes of this paper, these approaches have been grouped into the following 
seventeen techniques as shown in Table 1.  The numbers with the technique names are 
simply identifiers; their order is unimportant. 

Table 1. Attribution Techniques 

Technique Name Technique Description 

1. Store Logs & Traceback 
Queries 

Messages are logged by routers as they go through a network.  Requests 
are traced backwards, asking each router if it has seen the message.  This 
supports attribution of messages that were not previously identified as 
dangerous, but the logging routers must be pre-positioned, can have 
problematic costs and performance implementations, and many 
implementations invoke privacy concerns. 

2. Perform Input 
Debugging 

When attacked, defenders use the attack as a query to ask adjacent routers 
to report when they see the pattern again. If a router reports, the query is 
sent up to its adjacent routers, and so on.  This approach is currently used 
against some DDoS attacks, but is fundamentally reactive and only works 
against attacks that continuously stream data. 

3. Modify Transmitted 
Messages 

Routers mark messages as they are transmitted so their route can be 
identified.  This can increase bandwidth and/or decrease network 
performance, and can interfere with some authentication mechanisms. 

4. Transmit Separate 
Messages (e.g., iTrace) 

When routers route a message, they also send a separate message to aid in 
attribution.  If the separate messages are sent for all messages, this could 
easily overwhelm network resources, but if it is only rarely done, 
attribution is less likely (typically only working against continuous 
flooding attacks). 

5. Reconfigure & Observe 
Network 

Reconfigure the network, and use the information on what (if anything) 
changed to backtrack to a previous step.  This can be difficult to 
implement on large networks and create new security vulnerabilities.  
“Controlled flooding” can be used on networks owned by others, but can 
be viewed as an attack on third parties and should only be used in limited 
circumstances. 

6. Query Hosts Query hosts for internal state information to aid in attribution.  This can 
be rapid, but it requires that there be a pre-existing query function.  If an 
attacker controls the host, this may alert the attacker and make the 
information much less reliable. 
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Technique Name Technique Description 

7. Insert Host Monitor 
Functions (e.g., “Hack 
Back”) 

Insert querying functionality into a host that does not already provide this 
information (note the similarity to “Query Hosts”).  A “hack back” is 
doing this without permission of the owner, and clearly requires 
significant legal control.   If an attacker controls the host, this may alert 
the attacker and make the information much less reliable. 

8. Match Streams (via 
headers, content, and/or 
timing) 

Observe the streams of data entering and exiting a network or host, and 
determine which input streams match which output streams.  This can aid 
attribution without needing to know the internal state of the network/host, 
but matching is a difficult technical problem, particularly against delayed 
attacks and encryption occurring inside the network/host. 

9. Exploit/ Force Attacker 
Self-Identi-fication  

Use information the attacker sends, intentionally or not, to identify the 
attacker.  In some cases the defender can cause the attacker to send this 
data.  When this technique works, it can directly reveal the attacker 
regardless of how well they hide otherwise, but many of these techniques 
depend on highly technical and specialized approaches (e.g., beacons, 
web bugs, cookies, and watermarking) that are easily foiled once an 
attacker knows about them. 

10. Observe Honeypot/ 
honeynet 

Honeypots/honeynets are decoy systems; anyone using them is by 
definition an attacker.  Zombies placed in honeypots/honeynets can be 
revealed instantly.  However, honeypots/honeynets must be monitored 
and analyzed (requiring significant expertise) and can only attribute 
attacks that go through them. 

11. Employ Forward-
deployed Intrusion 
Detection Systems 
(IDSs) 

Place intrusion detection systems (IDSs) as close as possible to potential 
attackers (instead of near the defended assets).  The effectiveness of this 
approach depends on the placement of the IDSs (they should be close to 
the attacker).  This technique often requires significant monitoring effort, 
since IDSs are prone to many false positives and false negatives. 

12. Perform Filtering (e.g., 
Network Ingress 
Filtering) 

Filter messages so that certain links only permit messages to pass if they 
meet criteria that ease attribution.  An advantage of the general technique 
is that it is often transparent to users and requires no additional storage; 
the information for attribution is stored in the message itself.  A 
disadvantage of the technique is that it is primarily only useful for 
attribution of internal attack locations, and often only identifies a range of 
possible attribution values (not a specific location or identity).  Often 
there must be multiple different paths a message can pass through, 
creating ambiguities that weaken the technique’s effectiveness.  An 
important approach implementing the technique is “network ingress 
filtering,” which requires that all messages entering a network have a 
source address in a valid range for that network entry point.  Network 
ingress filtering for IP is easily implemented using the existing TCP/IP 
infrastructure, and can be deployed incrementally (one network at a time).  
However, for a given network, network ingress filtering must be 
implemented by nearly every entry point of that network to be effective. 

13. Implement Spoof 
Prevention 

Modify protocols or their implementations to be more resistant to 
spoofing (forging “from” information).  This greatly reduces the number 
of intermediate systems that need to be examined, but often protocols 
and/or implementations cannot be easily modified to do so. 
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Technique Name Technique Description 

14. Secure Hosts/ Routers Secure hosts and routers to reduce the number of innocent intermediate 
systems available to an attacker.  This is needed in any case for computer 
security, but perfect security is impractical and this does not actually 
perform attribution – it merely makes the problem easier to solve. 

15. Surveil Attacker Directly surveil likely or known attackers.  This counters sophisticated 
attacker techniques, but requires pre-existing knowledge of the likely 
attacker’s identity, and some attackers are extremely difficult to surveil. 

16. Employ Reverse Flow Specially mark data flowing back to the attacker, and then have 
intermediate systems detect these markings.  This can trace through 
stepping stones, but requires detectors of these reverse flows and may be 
thwarted by encryption. 

17. Combine Techniques Combine more than one technique.  This is more likely to succeed than 
any one technique, but will generally cost more to do.  There is little 
experience in combining techniques, and remember “garbage in, garbage 
out.” 

 

This paper does not claim that this is an exhaustive survey of all possible attribution 
techniques.  However, it is the most complete survey available to date, and should be 
useful for future work and refinement of attribution techniques.  A brief taxonomy of 
these techniques is given in the appendix. 

The following subsections describe each technique.  Each subsection describes the 
technique, provides specific examples, and closes with a brief commentary on the 
technique’s key advantages and disadvantages.  More specific instances of a technique 
are called “approaches” in this paper; there may be many different approaches for 
implementing a technique. 

2.1 Store Logs & Traceback Queries 

In the “store logs & traceback queries” technique, the transmitted messages (e.g., IP 
packets) are logged by routers as they go through a network.  The messages may also be 
logged by the sending and receiving hosts.  A log need not store an entire message, e.g., it 
may store a subset of information such as only the to/from information.  A log need not 
store every message, e.g., it may store only initial messages between parties.  To trace, a 
requester goes backwards, querying each possible preceding router if the message or 
something related to the message (like a pattern or hash) went through that router.  
Obviously, queries using this technique can only work if the necessary information to 
support the query has been logged. 

Figure 2 illustrates how this technique works.  Presume that the routers (labeled A 
through D) log all messages, and the defender is attempting to track an attack backwards 
to the attacker.  Unfortunately, the attacker is employing a zombie to hide his originating 
source.  The defender would query router A if the attacking message went through router 
A; router A would reply “yes”.  The defender would then query routers B, C, and D, since 
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those routers are connected to the next network.  Router B would reply “no”, suggesting 
that the attack did not go through that route.  Router D would also probably reply “no”, 
since in most cases a zombie would change the message so that the connection could not 
be easily determined from a log.  Router C would reply “yes”, suggesting that the 
defender query further at that point.  At this point, the defender has at least identified an 
intermediate network, and possibly the intermediate node on the network.  The defender 
may even be able to backtrack further through the zombie, depending on the logged 
information. 

Attacker

Defender

Innocent

Innocent
AZombie

Stepping
Stone

Reflector
Innocent

Innocent

C

BD

 

Figure 2. Store Logs & Traceback Queries Technique 

This technique can be subdivided into two parts: logging and querying. 

2.1.1 Logging 

From the point of view of attribution, ideally every router would log every message and 
keep that log in perpetuity.  In practice, this is undesirable: such logging may have 
unacceptable performance, storage space, or privacy implications.  There are three ways 
to rectify this situation: 

1. Limit the number of messages logged.  For example, store only the data 
destined for an especially sensitive destination, or only packets that appear 
“suspicious.” 

2. Limit the amount of data stored about each message.  For example, store only 
such as connection information (e.g., to/from information for only the initial 
message of a session), only to/from information from each message, only a 
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subset of the message (e.g., an initial fragment), only hashes of the message, 
or only hashes of a subset of the message. 

3. Accept the undesirable implications.  For example, buy large disk arrays or 
massive memory arrays to store the log data, buy faster processors (or more of 
them), and accept privacy risks.  Clearly, limiting the number of messages 
logged and the amount of data stored about each message is more desirable 
where possible. 

The criteria for selecting messages to be logged, or the amount of data to be logged in 
each message, could be changed dynamically.  Dynamically changing these values could 
be accomplished by connecting these values with intrusion detection systems; see the 
forward-deployed IDS discussion below. 

What data is stored, and how it can be retrieved, also has legal and privacy ramifications.  
In some circumstances, recording or retrieving information about a message (such as 
from/to information) may be considered different than recording or retrieving the 
message itself.  In traditional telephone systems, it’s possible to obtain (with a warrant) 
information on who a suspect has called (pen register) or who has received calls from the 
suspect (trap and trace).  Warrants for pen register/trap and trace (PR/TT) information (as 
it’s called by the law enforcement community) are often easier to acquire than recordings 
of the actual message traffic, which enjoys stronger legal protection. 

It may be easier to store message hashes than messages themselves, since hashes are 
usually far smaller than the messages they hash.  This is especially true in higher protocol 
levels, where one higher-level message may be implemented by many lower-level 
messages.  Storing hashes instead of the actual data is probably more palatable legally 
and socially as well.  Since the data itself isn’t stored, hashing only supports attribution 
for data the requestor has already seen, and does not reveal the data itself.  Storing hashes 
(instead of actual data) appears to be more akin to PR/TT data than to a recording of the 
message, though it is unclear if the courts will agree to this viewpoint. 

One useful approach to logging events is logging authentication records for every 
authentication event (e.g., host login, ftp/http login, etc.), along with information such as 
the network address of the requestor.  Reservations of resources (e.g., DHCP) are also 
useful for attribution.  A log could be kept of every email received and sent (including the 
IP addresses of the other party exchanging mail, the from/to addresses, and a hash of the 
contents). 

One problem with logging is protecting the logs themselves, particularly if an attacker 
gains administrative privileges over the system generating or storing the logs.  A partial 
solution is to store logs on a separate machine from the machine performing the 
activities.  As long as the logging system itself is secure, an attacker may be able to use 
other systems to append incorrect data but not remove correct data. 
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[Sager 1998] describes capturing flow information from Cisco routers that may be useful 
for attribution.  This information includes (reported) source and destination IP addresses 
and ports, number of packets and bytes, IP protocol, and TCP flags. 

One unusual solution for high volume IP packet-level logging is named Source Path 
Isolation Engine (SPIE).  In the DARPA-sponsored SPIE approach, IP packet hashes are 
stored using a Bloom filter to store the information efficiently (see [Snoeren]).  The SPIE 
approach dramatically increases the amount of data that can be logged, but even then, on 
high-rate routers (e.g., IP routers on an Internet backbone) this is still difficult and 
expensive for software-only implementations to perform in terms of memory size and 
memory performance.  However, on lower-speed software routers (or where only a subset 
of packets are logged) this is not as difficult. [Sanchez 2001] describes the design of a 
hardware implementation of SPIE, and suggests that this would make SPIE practical at 
high speeds for relatively small amounts of money.4  An Internet draft discussing 
traceback protocols, including SPIE, is available [Partridge 2001].  The developers of 
SPIE are working with the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group on 
traceback protocols and appear to be actively continuing the work. 

Most of these approaches presume that logging is decentralized, and queries are made 
against the logs later.  Logs are often decentralized, because the overhead of transmitting 
logs to a central location, and then performing analysis at a central location, does not 
scale well to very large networks.  Nevertheless, there are those who have established 
centralized logging facilities for at least a portion of logging data, and then use the 
resulting information for attribution.  For example, the Distributed Intrusion Detection 
System (DIDS) is a host-based approach that attempts to track all users in a network.  
Each monitored host sends abstracts of the audit trail to a centralized DIDS director for 
further analysis.  Note that DIDS establishes a “Network-user ID” (NID), and audit 
records of session starts (logins) are sent to the central DIDS director.  As a result, DIDS 
is able to track users moving through the network using normal logins when inside the 
DIDS-covered network [Snapp 1991a, 1991b, 1992, Ko]. 

A far more extreme version of this approach is the first approach suggested in [Arkin 
2002].  In this approach, all public network traffic is logged for a period of time, and later 
the log of all network traffic is searched.  First, a query for the network-visible pattern is 
requested, and then queries to find any transmission of the source code that caused the 
pattern are made.  The presumption is that attacks tend to be tested at first in smaller 
regions, and so by identifying early attack tests it may be easier to identify the attacker.  
Searching for early versions of the source code may also aid in identifying the real 
attacker.  Finally, profiles of attackers are built up (e.g., based on unusual approaches or 
rootkits), so attacks on different targets can be correlated to help identify the attacker.  
This approach depends on a massive storage system monitoring and logging data from 

                                                 

4 Software that implements SPIE, and related papers, are available at http://www.ir.bbn.com/projects/SPIE.  
The software is open source software/free software under an MIT-style license.  This software was 
developed for FreeBSD-4.3 and Linux-2.4.2, but it can monitor packets from arbitrary operating systems 
and the approach should easily apply to other operating systems. 
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the entire Internet (or a significant portion of it).  The legal and social issues of such a 
system are not addressed in Arkin’s paper. 

2.1.2 Querying 

Querying can be performed manually (e.g., using telephone calls and email to upstream 
routers) or automatically.  Manual querying is currently necessary in most cases, and may 
always be necessary for querying in some locations not under a requestor’s control.  
Supporting manual querying requires an efficient way to identify the point-of-contact for 
each router; existing databases (e.g., WHOIS for IP routers) sometimes provide this 
information, but techniques to ensure their validity would help, and not all protocols have 
a system for identifying points of contact. 

However, manual querying is necessarily limited to slow human response times.  If more 
rapid response is needed, then querying must be automated.  To support automated 
querying, a protocol is needed to query “upstream” logging systems. 

[Sterne 2001] [Schnackenberg 2000] describes the Cooperative Intrusion Traceback and 
Response Architecture (CITRA), based on the Intruder Detection and Isolation Protocol 
(IDIP), which can perform this service.  Note that in CITRA’s case, the “CITRA-enabled 
Linux routers in our testbed perform traceback by creating audit records for network 
flows on an ongoing basis and examining them for attack path evidence when presented 
with a traceback request.”  IDIP was developed by NAI Labs, Boeing Phantom Works, 
and U.C. Davis under a series of DARPA contracts. 

[Sterne 2001] also references AT&T’s work on “Aggregate-Based Congestion Control 
(ACC) and Pushback,” which proposes a similar inter-router signaling protocol, and 
mentions other similar approaches such as Arbor Networks’ and Recourse Technologies’ 
ManHunt. 

Note that some protocols that query “current state” could be modified to also examine 
logs instead.  For example, the Session Token Protocol (STOP) [Carrier 2002], described 
later, could be modified to examine logs and not just the current state of the system. 

[Asaka 1999a, 1999b, 1999c] takes a different approach to performing queries.  Instead 
of sending a query to the system containing the logs, the “manger” dispatches a mobile 
agent called the “tracing agent” to the system where tracing is to occur.  The tracing agent 
activates an information-gathering agent, which collects information from the system log, 
and investigates the point of origin of the Mark Left by Suspected Intruder (MLSI) based 
on accumulated data about the network connection and processes running on the system.  
Note that this approach is actually a hybrid of the “store logs & traceback query” 
technique and the “insert host monitor functions” technique discussed below, since the 
mobile agent is inserted into a running host to perform queries on the current state of the 
system.  The tracing agent then repeatedly moves to the next target system on the tracing 
route, activating a new information-gathering agent.  This approach has the advantage of 
reducing bandwidth use (since entire logs are not transmitted), but requires that various 
systems accept and execute mobile agents to examine these logs. 
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Note that querying could respond with an actual answer, but an alternative is to simply 
store the answer.  If an answer is stored, a router would usually need to automatically 
send a “please store the information” query up further when it has seen matching 
information, to recursively acquire and store the information.  There is also a need for a 
separate querying mechanism (which may be manual) to actually retrieve the stored 
information.  Storing answers for later use resolves the problem that complete logs cannot 
usually be stored for a long time. 

As with all the other entries here, querying is not limited to IP packets.  Also, querying 
can be especially useful for authentication servers. An example would a query to ask an 
ISP what user is currently allocated a given IP address (if users are authenticated and then 
dynamically allocated an address through protocols such as DHCP). 

2.1.3 Advantages and Disadvantages 

This technique—logging and later querying—is easily applied to a wide variety of 
circumstances.  The approach is widely implemented for host logins (with manual 
querying), and many of the references above discuss implementation approaches for 
implementing the technique for IP packets.  Indeed, most authentication systems can 
easily support log & query, aiding later attribution. 

A major advantage of these systems is that they support after-the-fact attribution.  In other 
words, an attack can have already completed before the attribution process begins, and 
some attribution information may still be gleaned.  In contrast, many other attribution 
techniques do not support after-the-fact attribution. 

However, there are also many disadvantages.  Log & query systems must be pre-
positioned to perform logging of the relevant data before the event.  Since it is difficult to 
determine ahead-of-time what will be relevant, this leads to storing large amounts of data 
in the logs about each event, in case it might be relevant later.  The combination of a busy 
network and large amounts of data per event quickly leads to large logs, resulting in large 
costs (to store the data) and performance overheads. 

2.2 Perform Input Debugging 

Unfortunately, the term “input debugging” has acquired a number of related meanings.  
For purposes of this paper, the term “input debugging” describes a process where 
upstream routers (that is, routers one step closer to the attacker along the attack path) are 
given a pattern (e.g., a destination address or attack signature) by the victim, and asked to 
report the next time they receive messages matching that pattern.  This pattern is 
sometimes called a signature.  The term “input debugging” is used in the literature 
because the process is sometimes viewed as being similar to program debugging. 

This technique is in some ways similar to intrusion detection systems, but note that in 
input debugging the pattern is only given after the attack has begun.  Also, in input 
debugging, the pattern is often a characteristic that is not by itself an attack (e.g., a 
destination address or port).  Input debugging can be done manually, but manual 
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debugging is time-consuming.  Manual input debugging is especially time-consuming if 
it is necessary to gain the cooperation of upstream routers outside the organization. 

It is possible to do input debugging one step at a time, by going back one step to all 
possible routers and making an input debugging request, and when the “correct” path is 
located, to go back one step in that direction.  An alternative is to “flood” all possible 
directions (say to a certain depth) with the request.  Flooding, however, can overwhelm 
an infrastructure, and supporting such approaches can be especially hard to secure if 
automated. 

[Schnackenberg 2000] proposed using Intruder Detection and Isolation Protocol (IDIP) to 
facilitate this kind of interaction between routers involved in traceback (note that IDIP 
can support other kinds of interaction as well).  [Cisco 1] and [Cisco 2] describes Cisco 
router capabilities for supporting input debugging.  Many Cisco routers have the “log-
input” command that can aid finding one hop back, and many models also have a 
command “ip source-track” that enables IP source tracking on all line cards and port 
adapters for the IP address of the stated host.  Note that to use these capabilities, the 
Cisco Express Forwarding (CEF) option must be enabled.  This is not especially limiting 
for users of Cisco equipment, because most high-end Cisco routers on the Internet (e.g., 
running as backbones) run CEF or distributed CEF (dCEF) for performance gains.  
[Thomas 2001] describes how to use Cisco routers and their “NetFlow” capability to 
trace back to an attacker’s entry point.  This approach also only works well if CEF or 
distributed CEF (dCEF) is enabled.  An older perl script named DoSTrack automates this 
approach on Cisco routers, but it does not work if CEF is enabled.  DoSTrack is no longer 
maintained [Stone 1999]. 

A different approach is described in [Van 1997], which presupposes the use of an “active 
network.” In an active network, packets can include programs for routers to run, along 
with regular data.  In this approach, tracing back is performed by programs sent 
backwards on the network to the “previous” router, repeatedly going back to trace an 
attacker by running a program to implement the pattern matching.  [Van 1997] only 
discusses its use in halting an attack, but it appears that it could also be used for 
attribution.  However, the ability to cause arbitrary programs to run in routers is likely to 
create many new vulnerabilities.  Examples of new vulnerabilities include network-wide 
denial-of-service if a packet storm can be started, and entire networks could be taken over 
if an attacker can insert malicious programs into routers.  In addition, this approach is 
likely to severely impact performance.  Thus, this approach has many dangers and may 
be impractical. 

[Dunigan 2001] describes a small prototype testbed using separate “tracer daemons” on 
each (local area) network instead of tracing on the routers themselves.  These tracer 
daemons could control their “downstream” router, and could query back one hop to the 
previous “tracer daemons.”  Communication could be secured using common protocols 
(such as the ssh protocol).  This approach enables tracing without modifying the routers 
themselves, but the paper notes that it would be better if this functionality were integrated 
into the routers themselves. 
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[Ioannidis 2002] discusses “pushback” of aggregate-based congestion control (ACC), to 
rate-limit certain signatures and send those limits back.  Further information is in [Floyd 
2001].  The primary purpose of the approach is to support attack response, not attribution, 
but the system does send messages back downstream and could be modified to support 
attribution. 

Input debugging is a common approach for handling distributed denial of service (DDoS) 
attacks today.  Today it is often implemented manually, but manual implementation limits 
its scaleability.  Even when automated, however, input debugging has its own 
disadvantages.  Since this approach has no memory and is reactive in nature, it cannot 
find past attacks or attacks that do not continue to send data.  Instead, it is only fully 
effective against continuously streaming attacks. 

2.3 Modify Transmitted Messages 

Another attribution technique involves modifying messages (e.g., packets) as they go 
through a network to aid attribution.  Typically, this involves the various routers 
modifying the message to include identification of each router the message went through.  
In some sense, this approach is like logging, but the log entries are sent as part of the 
message. 

There are many variations on this theme: 

1. Node append.  In the node appending approach, information is added to the 
message header (e.g., IP packet header) specifically identifying each router the 
message passed through.  In short, every router adds an identifying marker 
saying, “I saw this packet” before retransmitting the data.  This is 
conceptually similar to the record route option of IP.  At the IP packet level 
this approach is an extremely expensive operation (in terms of performance); 
it often disables hardware support and rapidly increases packet size.  Some of 
this approaches’ disadvantages (when applied at the IP level) are discussed in 
[Doeppner 2000], where it is termed “deterministic router stamping.”  Thus, 
ways to narrowly select the relevant packets can be helpful when applying this 
approach at the IP layer.  

Note that unless the information is authenticated in some way, attackers can 
significantly weaken this approach.  The Deciduous approach [Deciduous, 
Chang 1999, 2000, undated] uses IPSEC’s Authentication Headers (AH) to 
identify at least some of the routers along the way; in this case, AH is used to 
create an authentication mechanism. 

This approach is easier to apply at higher application protocol levels, where 
there is usually more data in a given message.  For example, SMTP mail 
transfer agents (MTA) for normal Internet email already add this routing 
information when they forward email (though they do not normally 
authenticate this information). 
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2. Algebraic encoding.  Existing space in a message header can be used to 
provide the attribution information through some sort of encoding.  This is a 
useful technique when the message size should not be changed.  In IP, the 
Quality of Service (QoS) area is sometimes used for this purpose since many 
organizations do not use the QoS information.  Encoding routing information 
into the packet in place obviously limits the amount of information that can be 
inserted.  [Dean 2001] discusses a technique that uses algebraic encoding; 
their implementation stores the encoded value in the IPv4 “fragment id” field 
(and thus interferes with IPv4 fragmentation).  Note that the approach in 
[Dean 2001] emphasizes the algebraic technique, and the approach could be 
still be used by storing information in other locations; their generalizations 
involve randomization, which is similar to the PPM concepts described next. 

3. Probabilistic packet marking (PPM).  In the probabilistic packet marking 
(PPM) approach, a router randomly determines whether or not it should set 
information about the message’s route into a given message.  The defender 
can then use a set of messages to determine the route.  Note that in most 
circumstances a number of messages must be received before attribution can 
be made.  See [Savage 2000 and 2001] for an approach, including an encoding 
approach.  Note that there are some special difficulties with PPM if an 
attacker attacks the mechanism itself, e.g., see [Park 2000].  However, 
attacking the mechanism itself might provide warning of an undetected attack.  
See also [Song 2001] for techniques to improve the reconstruction of paths 
and authenticate the encodings; [Lee 2001] also examines the approach. 

4. Router Stamping.  Router stamping is described in [Doeppner 2000].  It is 
very similar to probabilistic packet marking, in that a router randomly 
determines whether or not to mark a given packet.  However, if a router 
chooses to mark a packet, it then randomly chooses one of a fixed number of 
slots in the packet that can be used for marking.  To counter forgeries, 
administrators may tell a given router to change its marking for any particular 
target; incorrect markings are revealed as forgeries. 

Note that instead of marking messages at each router, a network can be established and 
mark only at the entry into or exit from that network (with each entry point being marked 
differently). 

CS3’s MANAnet5 (based on previous DARPA work) implements modifications to the IP 
header structure to record the paths over which packets are being transmitted (e.g., in an 
organization’s large intranet).  MANAnet assumes that a typical router has no more than 
16 paths; if this is true, an entire path can be coded using 4 bits per hop, by having each 
router add the path on which the packet was received to the list. In addition, the IP 
address of the first router to admit the packet to the network is recorded in full, adding 

                                                 

5 See http://ww.cs3-inc-com/mananet.html (Verified as of 8 Feb 2002) 
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another 4 bytes (in IPv4). If the maximum number of hops to be expected to be less than 
32, the entire path can be recorded as a 20 byte expansion of the header.  For the purposes 
of attribution, the main component is the “MANAnet Router” which implements a 
proprietary modified form of IP called Path Enhanced IP (PEIP); each MANAnet Router 
adds the place from where it got a packet to the packet before it forwards it.  The 
approach is reviewed by [Dietrich], who notes a number of problems with the approach.  
This includes near-universal imposition of ingress filtering before it can even be 
deployed, modification of IP headers with support by all routers, a resource forecasting or 
reservation mechanism, and a means for determining the real source of packets.  In 
particular, it questions whether the computational techniques can be implemented in the 
fast paths of backbone routers, as well as concern for a proprietary modified form of the 
open IP standard. 

This technique has the advantage of not requiring separate logs and a separate query 
system, and thus attribution information is immediately available.  Also, there is no need 
to store and manage logs. 

The technique also has many disadvantages.  One obvious disadvantage is that this 
approach can greatly increase bandwidth requirements and/or severely reduce 
performance.  This is not only due to the increased data and processing requirements; 
these approaches may disable hardware and software optimizations employed by some 
routers.  There are many situations where changing a message is impractical, for 
example, it may defeat authentication mechanisms since those mechanisms may detect an 
“unauthorized” change to the message.  Ensuring that this data is correct (and not from an 
attacker) is also difficult.  Note that this approach requires the cooperation of remote 
routers to add the necessary information, implying the need for a standard way to insert 
this data. 

2.4 Transmit Separate Messages (e.g., iTrace) 

An alternative similar to modifying transmitted messages is to have routers send separate 
messages that can be used to support attribution. 

The IETF’s ICMP Traceback Working Group has been working on one such approach 
called “iTrace,” which sends traceback messages a small amount of the time (e.g., 
1/20,000 packets); their website is at http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/itrace-charter.html. 
See [Bellovin 2000] where the iTrace (ICMP traceback messages) are discussed. 

[Mankin 2001] describes an “intention-driven” modification to iTrace; an iTrace message 
is only sent towards a path that has registered an “interest”, and that interest information 
is shared using a minor modification of the standard Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).  
Indeed, the paper argues that the simple original iTrace proposal was essentially 
ineffective without this extension, although this modification requires more effort to 
implement.  [Mankin 2001] also experimented with a heuristic that preferred longer 
paths, to increase the probability that more useful path information was sent, and the 
results appeared very encouraging and to improve the usefulness still further.  See also 
[Wu 2001] for more information. 
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Note that these approaches could be modified to raise the probability in certain cases.  
For example, a router could decide that anything sent to a sensitive domain (e.g., 
“.smil.mil” in a faraway external router) could have a 100% chance of a trace message 
also being sent.  Note that the trace messages could go through a different path or 
network (e.g., to prevent interception or to increase confidence in the trace message). 

These separate messages supporting attribution could be directly received and processed 
by the recipient of the original message.  However, they could also be observed by 
routers and systems observing the network. 

An advantage of sending separate trace messages is that, since the original messages are 
not changed, many of the complications of changing a message are avoided.  For 
example, hardware accelerators in routers often work with this technique (they are 
sometimes disabled if the transmitted message is modified)., and since the original 
message is not modified, the approach will not interfere with authentication of the 
original message. 

However, using separate messages has disadvantages as well.  Since the messages 
supporting tracing may be routed separately from the message being traced, extra effort is 
required by any implementation to associate the trace message with the message being 
traced.  The technique could easily overwhelm network resources if a single message 
becomes the original message plus a message from every router the original message 
encountered.  This is particularly true if trace messages could trigger tracing themselves; 
if this is possible, cascades of messages could exponentially overwhelm network 
resources, but if trace messages are not themselves traced, attackers may work to make 
their attacks look like trace messages.  Practical implementations must only send separate 
trace messages in special cases (such as the low probabilities suggested by iTrace).  In 
other ways, the advantages and disadvantages of transmitting separate messages are 
similar to modifying transmitted messages. 

2.5 Reconfigure & Observe Network 

Another attribution technique is to reconfigure the network, observe what changes, and 
use this information to identify the source or a route back to the source.  The 
reconfiguration could be direct (e.g., changing data in a router table) or indirect (e.g., 
performing an action that significantly changes the network behavior). 

For example, Burch and Cheswick [Burch 2000] describe a particular implementation of 
the technique called “controlled flooding.”  Controlled flooding floods candidate 
upstream routers, and then watches for variations in the received packet flow to 
determine if that router is in the path of the attack.  However, this approach could be 
viewed as a DoS attack on those routers.  Thus, “controlled flooding” is an interesting 
approach but one that should only be used in specialized circumstances.  One major 
advantage of controlled flooding over most other techniques is that it can work on routers 
that are not prepositioned or coordinated to support attribution   [Savage 2000, section 
2.2.2] [Savage 2001].  Also, controlled flooding is only effective for continuously 
flowing attacks, such as typical DDoS attacks. 
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Another variation on this theme is Centertrack as described by [Stone 1999].  In this 
approach, an overlay network is created that links all ISP edge routers to a central 
tracking router (or network of tracking routers).  Dynamic routing is then used to redirect 
all packets destined for the victim so that they will then go through the tracking routers; 
then hop-by-hop approaches are used to find the source.  Centertrack is identified as a 
“defunct research project” in [Dittrich]. 

Active networks also fit into this category.  Active networks permit programs to be sent to 
network infrastructure components (e.g., routers), which then run and change the network 
behavior.  Once example is [Sterne 2002], which uses the secure ANTS execution 
environment.  The paper also discusses many other active network activities and related 
papers. 

An advantage of this technique is that, if the network being reconfigured is large, it may 
be possible to very rapidly identify the attacking source.  However, the technique also has 
disadvantages.  Direct control over a large network can be difficult to implement, and can 
create its own security vulnerabilities.  Indirect approaches (such as controlled flooding) 
can be viewed as an attack, and thus should only be used in limited situations. 

2.6 Query Hosts 

Another attribution technique is to query hosts about their state.  This includes using 
existing services to perform such queries, or adding new services to hosts to support such 
queries. 

An authorized administrator can use existing host tools (such as standard administrative 
tools) to monitor an attacker in certain circumstances.  These functions may not succeed 
if the attacker controls the host, because the attacker may subvert the tools used to do the 
monitoring.  This is particularly a problem for administrative tools normally on the host; 
an intelligent adversary is likely to know of such tools and take steps to subvert those 
them. 

[Carrier 2002] describes Session Token Protocol (STOP), an approach for traceback 
through a host toward its sender.  The STOP approach extends the standard “ident” 
service to permit external entities to query about active processes.  Once a query is sent, 
the system then examines all incoming connections to that set of processes, and can 
recursively trace back to previous hosts.  STOP has the nice property of being an upward-
compatible extension to an existing service and is able to rapidly backtrack to ordinary 
TCP/IP connections.  STOP has been implemented, but only for Unix-like systems (there 
is no known reason the technique could not work for other systems such as Windows).  
STOP intentionally stores information about the traceback, and merely returns a hash 
sufficient to request the real data at a future time; this is an effective technique for 
supporting privacy, but this approach does limit its capabilities (the requestor cannot 
control the recursive traceback, so an attacker may thwart simple attempts to trace back, 
and an attacker might easily be alerted that a traceback is occurring).  It should be easy to 
extend STOP to immediately report its data to a trusted third party (such as a CERT), 
presumably using authentication and encryption.  When we contacted the developers of 
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STOP in August 2002, we learned that there are no plans to commercialize STOP and that 
the authors of the paper have not worked on STOP since they wrote the paper. 

An advantage of querying hosts is that it can quickly provide information.  A 
disadvantage is that an attacker may control this information, making the information far 
less reliable.  Also, this technique presupposes that a query function already exists.  If 
there is no pre-existing query function, then one will need to be inserted, a technique is 
described in the next section. 

2.7 Insert Host Monitor Functions (e.g., “Hack Back”) 

If a host does not include a service that provides needed attribution information, someone 
could add such services after an attack has been detected. 

An authorized administrator can add host monitoring tools in certain circumstances, 
sometimes using standard administrative tools.  These tools may not succeed if the 
attacker controls the host, because the attacker may subvert the tools used to do the 
monitoring.  One alternative would be to clean the compromised system and add 
monitoring functions during that cleaning process, but this may thwart efforts to attribute 
an ongoing attack. 

[Asaka 1999a, 1999b, 1999c] transmits mobile agents (termed “tracing agents”) into 
systems when a trace is to occur.  The agents use accumulated data about the network 
connections and system processes to trace backwards toward the attacker. 

[Jang 2000] includes monitoring functions on a host system.  If an attacker uses the host 
system to break into another system and acquires administrator privileges, the host 
system surreptitiously sends modified versions of key programs to the other system, 
modifying the other system to also monitor the attacker.  Tracing information about the 
attacker is thus transmitted forward to some of the other hosts on the attack path. 

A harsher and more controversial technique is to break into a host machine or series of 
host machines (termed by some a “hack back”), usually going backwards toward the 
attacker.  [Staniford-Chen 1995b] reports that the U.S. Air Force has used this approach, 
calling it “Caller ID,” to track down and arrest an intruder.  Caller ID is based on the 
belief that if an attacker goes through intermediate systems to make an attack, there is a 
high probability that the intermediate systems have known vulnerabilities (including the 
vulnerability that the intruder used).  The defender, knowing the same attack methods as 
the attacker does, can simply reverse the attack chain.  If the attacker goes through Host0, 
Host1, Host2, … Hostn (where Hostn is the system actually being attacked), the defender 
can break into Hostn-1, use that system state to find the next connection back, then break 
into Hostn-2 and so on back toward the attacker.  [Jayawal 2002] discusses some of the 
technological and legal issues related to “hack back”. 

An advantage of inserting host monitoring functions is that it can provide valuable 
information on the host’s state.  However, a disadvantage is that any attempt to insert a 
host monitoring function may be noticed and/or countered by the attacker.  It is often best 
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if the attacker would not notice the additional monitors when they are inserted, but it can 
be a challenging task to add monitors without revealing them to a capable attacker. 

The “hack back” approach has many additional disadvantages.  Fundamentally this 
involves a number of complex legal issues.  [Staniford-Chen 1995b] reports that 
performing this activity required special permission from the Department of Justice.  It is 
an extreme measure with many social issues, such as privacy concerns.  This is especially 
true if the counter-attack is performed by anyone other than the host owner or authorized 
administrator.  There is also the possibility that an intermediate system cannot be broken 
into (perhaps the attacker used an attack not known to the defender, or the attacker 
improved the security of the systems they broke into).  There is also the danger of 
accidentally damaging intermediate systems.  If hack back is implemented manually, the 
attacker may be gone long before the attribution can succeed.  If hack back is automated, 
there is the danger of going awry (either by programming error or by malicious 
misleading data provided by an attacker).  In short, hack back is an approach with a large 
number of important disadvantages [Staniford-Chen 1995b]. 

2.8 Match Streams (via Headers, Content, and/or Timing) 

Instead of trying to trace through every router and host in a network, it may be possible to 
observe the set of streams entering and exiting some network or system and determine, 
externally, which input streams match which output streams.  This technique is often 
referred to as “stream matching.” 

Figure 3 illustrates this technique.  In this example, there are a number of data flows (A 
through F) that enter or leave through a few specific links or ports of a network or host.  
The goal is to use externally-visible information about those flows to determine which 
incoming flows match which outgoing flows.  In this example, flow A enters the network 
or host and re-emerges as flow E; flow D enters and re-emerges as flow F.  Not all flows 
need match; flow B enters but does not leave, while flow C originates from the host or 
network (and has no corresponding entering flow). 
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Figure 3. Stream Matching 
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Stream matching techniques can be further divided into techniques that examine message 
headers, message content, and message timing.  Combinations of all three approaches are 
possible as well. 

2.8.1 Stream Matching using Message Headers 

In this approach, the headers of messages entering and exiting a network or host are 
examined to determine which incoming streams match which outgoing streams, and thus 
determine the source of a stream being examined. 

[Yoda 2000] uses time stamps and headers of the packets, in particular the increase in 
sequence codes, to determine if one flow “matches” another flow.  This approach is more 
effective if the intruder is manually inputting commands by hand (instead of transferring 
large files).  [Yoda 2000] Only describes how to use the approach to match telnet or 
rlogin flows.  The TCP sequence numbers are determined by data content length, so 
Yoda’s approach could be considered to involve examining message content as well.  
Yoda’s approach will not work if compression of the data stream occurs differently on 
each part of the chain, nor will it work well if link encryption is used (because the TCP 
headers will be encrypted). 

2.8.2 Stream Matching using Data Content 

In this approach, input and output data content of streams are examined to see if they 
match.    Note that this approach will usually fail if the stream is encrypted “inside” the 
network/host, since the data content will be encrypted into a different value. 

[Staniford-Chen 1995a, 1995b] developed a technique called “thumbprinting” that 
divides the stream data into discrete time intervals, creates digests of the packets within 
the interval, and computes the similarity of stream digests to determine if one stream 
matches another.  [Buchholtz] reimplemented the approach and comments on it.  Initial 
results appeared very promising. 

[Mansfield 2000] discusses characterizing intrusion attempts by first identifying some 
specific noise or other indications of the attempt.  These characterizations might include 
TCP-RESET packets, ICMP echo-response, or destination/port unreachable packets.  The 
observed traffic pattern is then matched with traffic patterns collected from the connected 
network links.  The communication between the various managers and agents is carried 
out using the standard SNMP management protocol.  It could be argued that these are 
forward-deployed IDSs, but the approach emphasizes matching a particular stream of 
actions to an attack closer to the defender.  Based the definitions used in this paper, this is 
considered a stream matching approach. 

2.8.3 Stream Matching using Timing 

In this approach, timing is used to match streams, by determining if the timing of the 
streams suggests a causal relation. 
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[Zhang 2000] discusses one approach (identifying times where there is a transition to and 
from an idle state), as well as comparing it to some content-based approaches.  Zhang 
also noted that intermediate hosts are widely used for a number of legitimate purposes, so 
using a naïve rule like “any match is an intrusion” would result in a massive number of 
false positives. 

[Ohta 2000] uses distributed sensors to capture error messages such as ICMP’s 
“destination unreachable” as a way to detect network scans.  The sensors then use timing 
correlations to determine the source network. Thus, this approach combined forward-
deployed IDS sensors with matching by timing. 

[Lee 2002] mentions that researchers in Purdue are looking at this approach.  In some 
approaches, a stream’s timing could be intentionally perturbed (e.g., intentionally 
inserting delays on a particular stream) to see if it has an effect; if there is a change, this 
increases the confidence of a match.  [Staniford 2000] also notes the approach of 
matching timing, using a variety of signal analysis techniques.  [Wang 2002] also 
discusses the approach. 

Matching streams using timing can help identify stepping stones, but it is less effective 
for zombies.  This is because a zombie’s response can occur long after its command. 

2.8.4 Advantages & Disadvantages 

An advantage of stream matching is that it can aid attribution without requiring 
knowledge of the internal state of a host or network.  However, actually matching streams 
is a difficult challenge.  In particular, the technique tends to have difficulties with 
encryption and zombies because they hide the information used to match streams. 

2.9 Exploit/Force Attacker Self-Identification 

In some cases it is possible to use information the attacker sends (intentionally or not) to 
identify the attacker, or force the attacker to unintentionally identify themselves.  This is a 
broad technique, with a number of specialized approaches.  Some of the approaches to 
implementing this technique employ: 

1. Data intentionally included by the attacker.  For example, spam messages 
often include information on how to buy a product.  Instead of trying to track 
down the system used by the spammer, it may be simpler to find the spammer 
(or whoever paid the spammer) by using the information for buying the 
product. 

2. Self-identifying protocols.  Many protocols and file formats include 
identification marks of some kind, such as the “Windows ID” [Ricciuti 1999] 
or CPU ID [Miles 1999]. 

3. Beacons.  For purposes of this paper, a “beacon” is a tool, inserted by a 
defender into an attacker’s environment, that causes the attacker to 
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unintentionally identify themselves when the attacker performs some action.  
The action is not necessarily an attack; the action simply needs to be an action 
that the attacker would perform.  One example of a beacon is a “web bug.”  In 
a web bug, an HTML page includes a remotely-referenced transcluded6 value 
such as an invisible image (typically a transparent 1x1 pixel image).  If the 
attacker views the HTML page using a typical browser, the browser will 
automatically attempt to download the remotely-referenced value.  The victim 
can then attempt to attribute any attempt to reference the transcluded image  
[Smith, Wheeler 2002].  Note that these techniques require that the attacker 
acquire the data/beacon and a triggering technique. 

4. Cookies.  Many protocols send information to a client, and expect the client to 
return that information later.  For example, the HTTP protocol used by the 
World Wide Web includes support for “web cookies.”  In some cases, it may 
be possible for a victim to send a web cookie out to the attacker, causing the 
attacker to unintentionally identify themselves later.  Many organizations have 
expressed concern over web cookies [Junkbusters 2002] [EPIC 2002]. 

5. LoJack™-like tools.  It may be possible to include, or insert, a program that 
can respond to later queries.  This can be effective, for example, when trying 
to identify attackers using a stolen laptop; it may be possible to embed an 
identifying message that the laptop sends (possibly triggered by some other 
action) that would enable a victim to track down the location of the attacker.  
A widely-published example of this approach involves R.D. Bridges, who 
tracked down his sister’s stolen iMac using the remote access software 
Timbuktu [Cohen 2002]. 

6. Watermarking.  In this approach, an attacker receives data that, while not 
active, enables later identification that the attacker truly is the attacker because 
that data is unique in some way.  For example, [Johnson 1999] provides an 
introduction to recovering watermarks from images. 

An advantage of this technique is that when it works, it can directly reveal the attacker 
regardless of the number of layers and indirect systems the attacker uses to foil 
attribution.  However, many of these techniques depend on highly technical and 
specialized approaches that are often easy to foil once an attacker knows about them. 

2.10 Observe Honeypot/honeynet 

Honeypots and honeynets are systems that appear to be normal systems, but in fact are 
never used by the defender for normal purposes.  Thus, any use of the honeypot or 

                                                 

6 Transclusion is the act of quoting another document on the network, without having to actually copy and paste 
the content. With transclusion, an author can quote original source material on the web, from the server on 
which it resides.  The term originates from Ted Nelson’s Xanadu project, one of the precursors to the World 
Wide Web.  A brief discussion about transclusion is at http://www.theobvious.com/archive/1996/07/08.html. 
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honeynet is by definition use by an attacker.  Although definitions vary, for purposes of 
this paper a honeypot is a single system, while a honeynet is network of honeypots.  Note 
that the Honeynet project defines the term “honeynet” more narrowly: in their definition, 
a honeynet must use “real” (not simulated) systems and must only be used for observing 
(not reacting to) attackers.  Early experience with honeynets can be found in [Stoll 1990, 
Cheswick 1992].  More recent experience from the honeynet project can be found in 
[Honeynet 2003]. 

For purposes of this paper, a honeysystem is either a honeypot or a honeynet.  
Honeysystems often perform simulated activities (to make them look like a normal 
system) and are specially monitored to observe attacker actions. Honeysystems are 
typically used for intrusion detection. 

In the context of attribution, honeysystems can reveal attack paths in ways unexpected by 
an attacker.  In particular, a honeysystem can be used to immediately reveal the presence 
of a zombie if the zombie is placed in the honeysystem.  An attacker would expect a 
zombie to delay its attack, but the mere presence of the zombie can reveal the attacker.  
Honeysystems are typically specially instrumented and monitored, and these additional 
monitors can be used to directly identify attack paths for attribution. 

A significant advantage of honeysystems is that they can aid in countering zombies, as 
well as speed tracing backwards in any traceback process (due to their instrumentation).  
However, to work well, honeysystems must be monitored and their results analyzed, 
which often requires significant expertise.  Also, honeysystems only work for attribution 
if the attacker chooses an attack path through a honeysystem. 

2.11 Employ Forward-deployed Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) 

In this approach, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are placed as close as possible to 
potential entry points of attackers.  Typically, IDSs are deployed in a defender’s location, 
to maximize detection of an attack.  In contrast, a “forward-deployed” IDS is placed 
further away from the defended system and closer to the attacker, to maximize attribution 
information.  This paper uses the term “forward-deployed” as an analogy to a military 
deployment; forward-deployed units are the units intentionally placed closer to an enemy. 

Due to the location of their sensors, when forward-deployed IDSs trigger they provide 
much better information on the attacker’s location than if an attack had to be traced back 
starting from the victim.  In some cases, such systems can also implement automated 
responses (such as reducing bandwidth or disconnecting the network).  Obviously, this 
technique only works if the IDS system can actually detect when an attacker performs a 
malicious action.  Note that these IDS systems, as with any other IDS deployment, may 
be based on detecting specific attack patterns, detecting anomalous behavior, or both.  
For a survey and taxonomy of IDSs, see [Axelsson 2000]. 

Some attacks or attack patterns (e.g., SYN without ACK, a large number of multiple 
requests without responses in a request-response protocol) can be pre-positioned, and 
triggered when they occur.  Some tools are specifically designed to detect patterns of 
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known DDoS attacks, which helps in the case of a known DDoS tool; such tools include 
David Brumley’s Remote.Intrusion.Detector (RID), the National Infrastructure Protection 
Center’s TRINOO/Tribal Flood Net/tfn2k detection tool, BindView’s Zombie Zapper, 
and Ramenfind [Dittrich]. 

Mazu Networks of Cambridge, MA makes hardware devices that it claims are able to 
detect and thwart DDoS attacks7. Mazu claims that their equipment performs a fine-
grained traffic analysis (at gigabit network speeds on OC-12 links) and creates a 
statistical model of “normal” traffic.  It then uses this model to detect anomalous traffic 
that suggests the presence of a DDoS attack. Reactive Networks “FloodGuard” and Arbor 
network’s Peakflow DoS product appear to work on similar principles, by attempting to 
detect anomalous behavior upstream. 

[Arkin 2002] describes multiple approaches for attribution (the first approach, logging all 
public network traffic, is discussed in section 2.1.1).  [Arkin 2002]’s second approach is 
in essence a set of forward-deployed IDSs; Arkin has the notion of a globally-deployed 
set of IDSs, which look for known exploit attempts and/or anomalies to quickly identify 
attackers before their distributed attacks make it more difficult to identify the attacker. 

[Templeton 2003] describes various techniques for detecting spoofed packets.  For 
example, a time-to-live (TTL) value different from past values for a source to a 
destination may suggest a spoofed packet.  Detecting spoofed messages can be 
particularly valuable for attribution. 

Forward-deployed IDSs have far greater capability if the attack patterns being detected 
can be updated frequently and rapidly.  However, this imposes complications.  As with 
many other attribution techniques, the systems supporting the attribution must be 
protected.  A forward-deployed IDS system tends to be more vulnerable to an attacker 
than many other tools due to its location.  As a result, a forward-deployed IDS might be 
disabled, remotely controlled (to respond with forged information), or have its patterns 
revealed.  Since an attacker may be able to control the IDS, there may be good reasons 
for not revealing all known intrusion patterns in a forward-deployed IDS, because this 
would enable an attacker to know exactly what attacks will not be detected.  Reducing the 
number of attacks detected by an IDS reduces the IDS’ effectiveness. 

If the IDS tool can update its patterns rapidly, it rapidly also becomes an “input 
debugging” tool.  When used this way, the IDS can detect pre-identified attack patterns, 
and if a new pattern becomes known, it can be used to detect the next occurrence.  
However, unlike input debugging, forward-deployed IDS systems can detect the initial 
occurrence of an attack and do not require multiple messages to begin attribution. 

An advantage of this approach is that the IDS tool, if deployed sufficiently close to the 
attacker, can immediately detect attacks it is configured to detect, without the log 

                                                 

7 Technical information about Mazu Networks was obtained from their web site: 
http://www.mazunetworks.com/solutions.html and http://www.mazunetworks.com/howitworks.html. 
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overhead required by log & query systems.  However, there are disadvantages as well.  
This approach suffers from the problems of all IDSs: they are prone to a large number of 
false positives and/or false negatives, requiring constant surveillance.  As a practical 
matter, the many false positives and false negatives mean that the alerts must be 
forwarded for logging and later analysis, greatly weakening the potential for rapid 
response in many circumstances and requiring specialized labor.  Also this technique can 
be difficult to widely deploy without other information about an attacker (e.g., where they 
are likely to attack from) and is most effective when placed close to an attacker (which is 
difficult for external attackers). 

2.12 Perform Filtering (e.g., Network Ingress Filtering) 

Another technique to aid attribution is to filter messages so that certain links only permit 
messages to pass if they meet certain criteria that ease attribution.  A receiver of a 
message that does not meet the criteria can then be assured that either the filtering was 
not successfully implemented (e.g., the attacker broke the filtering mechanism) or that the 
filtered link was not used. 

A simple example would be a set of MTAs that reject email messages not signed by 
certain trusted senders.  Another example would be modifying a network’s architecture to 
remove links that stymie attribution and limiting what can pass over the remaining links. 

The “perform filtering” technique can be specifically focused on supporting attribution 
by devising a network so that any message entering the network must have data that 
correctly identifies where it entered the network.  This particular application of the 
technique, when applied at the IP packet level, is called the “network ingress filtering” 
approach.  Due to its many advantages, the network ingress filtering approach is 
particularly emphasized in this section. 

2.12.1 Network Ingress Filtering Definition 

Network ingress filtering is an approach that restricts network traffic by requiring that all 
messages entering a network have a valid “source” value for that network entry point.  
Ideally, the valid values for different entry points should be non-overlapping so that any 
entering message uniquely identifies its entry point.  Overlaps create ambiguity) but even 
in the presence of overlap this approach can be useful since the approach would reduce 
the number of possible entry points.  Network ingress filtering for IP is defined in detail 
in IETF RFC 2827 [IETF 2827].  The ability to implement this kind of capability is 
recommended in the earlier IETF RFC 1812 [IETF 1812, 96].  Documents such as 
[SANS 2000b] describe how to implement network ingress filtering in more detail. 

The network ingress filtering approach could be applied to protocols other than IP.  For 
example, mail transfer agents (MTAs) could refuse to transfer email claiming to come 
from an invalid location (e.g., a “From:” or “Received:” entry inconsistent with the 
sender’s IP address).  However, since most experience with network ingress filtering has 
been with IP, the following text will concentrate on its use in IP. 
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2.12.2 Network Ingress Filtering Implementation 

Implementing network ingress filtering of IP packets only requires simple packet 
filtering, a capability built into most of today’s routers and a fundamental capability 
included in any firewall.  Thus, implementation primarily involves reconfiguring the 
existing routers (or in rare cases, inserting firewalls) that connect other networks to the 
network being protected.  In short, all connections to other networks must ensure that the 
source information is valid for the given connection. 

Figure 4 shows a sample network ingress filtering configuration.  In this example, the 
filtered network has connections to an external network through multiple gateways, as 
well as connections to many internal networks through major routers.  All of those routers 
(E1, E2, E3, GW1, and GW2) are configured so that a packet’s source address must be in 
a valid range to pass through those routers.  Thus, in this figure, the attacker connected 
through router E11 who is attacking victim 1 must reveal that they are located in network 
E1, given certain caveats discussed below. 

GW1 GW2

E1 E2 E3

E11 E12 E31

Attacker’s
Computer

Victim 1’s
Computer

External Network
(e.g., Internet)

Forbid external 
packets that claim to 
come from the inside.

Forbid packets that 
claim to come from 
other nets (e.g., E3 
can’t send E1’s 
packets).

For more precise 
attribution, repeat the 
filtering approach at 
lower and lower layers.

Gateways:

Filtered Network:

Major Routers:

• • •

• • •

Victim 2’s
Computer

 
Figure 4. Network Ingress Filtering 

For a typical wide area network (WAN) that connects to both the “outside” and to 
“internal” networks, two kinds of configurations are necessary to change an unfiltered 
WAN into a filtered WAN: 

1. Routers connecting to the outside must forbid messages that try to enter the 
filtered network from the outside, yet claim to come from the inside.  This is a 
generally accepted practice, as doing otherwise can permit many security 
problems, and is the fundamental rule implemented by even trivial firewalls. 

2. Routers connecting to “internal” networks must forbid messages that try to 
enter the filtered network from the internal network, yet claim to come from 
somewhere other than that specific internal network.  For example, if an 
internal network is allocated the IP address range 204.69.207.x (more 
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formally, 204.69.207.0/24), the router to the WAN must filter (remove) any 
packet coming from that network that did not use the allocated 204.69.207 
prefix. 

A specific example of such a WAN is the DoD NIPRNet, which currently has 21 
gateways (equivalent to GWx in Figure 4) and approximately 1,500 “first-tier 
connections” (equivalent to the major routers Ex in Figure 4).  Consequently, turning the 
NIPRNet into a filtered network would require a minor reconfiguration of approximately 
1,521 routers.  Such reconfiguration is non-trivial, but these routers’ configurations must 
be maintained anyway, and this reconfiguration can occur over time. 

Network ingress filtering can be implemented on multiple connected networks (such as a 
larger WAN, all of the WANs below it, and some highly sensitive LANs below them).  As 
more networks are filtered, network ingress filtering provides more and more precise 
attribution information. 

The filtering rules only need to be sufficiently precise to identify the point of ingress into 
that particular filtered network.  If a router connecting to an internal network supports a 
large number of valid prefixes, it does not need separate rules for each, merely a larger 
range that includes the valid prefixes and does not also include a range allowed by a 
different router.  Requiring routers to have simple and non-overlapping IP address ranges 
is already a highly desirable property in TCP/IP network design, because allowing 
arbitrary prefixes leads to huge routing tables that can complicate administration and 
impose significant networking overhead.  Thus, for most routers, the rules to support 
network ingress filtering can be fairly simple, with a few exceptions for special cases 
(such as networks that have moved from one region to another yet kept their old IP 
addresses). 

If a given address can legitimately enter a network through multiple entry points, all of 
those entry points must permit it.  This weakens the value of network ingress filtering for 
those addresses.  This is the case, for example, when supporting some deployments of 
Mobile IP if the source IP address can legitimately move between entry points of the 
filtered network.  However, even when weakened, network ingress filtering can still be 
useful for attribution.  In such cases, the source address information is ambiguous, but it 
still reduces the number of possible entries to a small set (this information can be 
combined with other information to perform more detailed information). 

Network ingress filtering requires that all (or nearly all) entry points of the filtered 
network implement filtering.  There is the danger that filters will not be correctly 
configured or will be incorrectly configured later.  One solution is to use automated test 
programs that attempt to send spoofed information, and then report a problem if they 
succeed.  Such automated test programs are easy to create.  The ORNL spoof testing 
service (at http://www.csm.ornl.gov/~dunigan/oci/spoof.html) is intended to become such 
a service, as is ICSA’s NetLitmus (http://www.icsa.net). 

There are other names for network ingress filtering, namely “egress filtering” and 
“reverse firewalling.”  These alternate names are used because of the way network 
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ingress filtering is often implemented.  In many cases network ingress filtering is 
implemented on a larger network that smaller local networks connect to.  From the point 
of view of these local networks, this approach filters the messages leaving (egressing) the 
local network.  Since network ingress filtering is often implemented using firewalls, but 
with rules preventing some messages from leaving the network instead of entering the 
network, the term reverse firewalling is also used.  However, when the network ingress 
filtering approach is used on other network architectures these terms can quickly become 
misleading.  Thus, the IETF refers to these filters as “ingress” filters, because regardless 
of the network architecture, network ingress filtering always filters messages entering the 
filtered network.  This paper follows the IETF’s naming convention as defined in [IETF 
2827]. 

2.12.3 Network Ingress Filtering for Attribution 

Network ingress filtering aids attribution, because it forces an attacker to reveal (in most 
cases) information about their network location. 

More specifically, when attacked, a victim knows one of the following is true: 

1. Network ingress filtering has not been implemented properly.  There are 
simple tests that can be used to automatically determine if filtering has been 
implemented properly. 

2. A filter (e.g., major router) and/or other networking component inside the 
network has had a security breach and consequently no longer filters correctly.  
In some cases testing can find this, but simple testing may not detect subtle 
breaches.  There are ways to reduce this risk, such as using multiple filters in 
sequence, router monitors, and hardened routers.  In addition, passive router 
monitors (implemented so that they cannot transmit back onto the network) 
can examine router inputs and outputs to detect possible leaks. 

3. The attacker’s location is so “close” to the victim that the attacker never 
passed through a filter. For example, see the case where the attacker attacks 
Victim 2 in Figure 4.  In this case, the set of possible locations is obviously 
fairly small, significantly aiding attribution. 

4. The message header’s source information gives information on the location of 
the attacker.  If the attack came from the outside, it will have an outside 
address; if it came from the inside, it will have an inside address identifying 
which inside location it came from, in the range forced by the filter(s).  
Usually, this will be a single entry point into a network, though if the filters 
have been weakened (e.g., to support some uses of Mobile IP), this may be a 
set of possible entry points. 

Again, as multiple levels of network ingress filtering are added, the message header’s 
source value will give increasingly precise information on the attack’s network location. 
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2.12.4 Network Ingress Filtering Advantages 

There are a number of advantages to network ingress filtering for attribution: 

1. It is relatively easily implemented today at low cost with existing 
infrastructure.  Implementation requires policies, configuration of existing 
filters (routers and firewalls) by network administrators, upgrades of 
components in rare cases, and simple occasional tests to ensure that the 
filtering is in operation.  There is little to buy, existing personnel and products 
can be used to implement it, and since it is a relatively simple configuration, 
training costs are not expected to be high.  This does not mean that it is trivial; 
any policy change requires coordination, and reconfiguring all routers on any 
major network is not trivial.  However, it is less expensive than many other 
approaches, since many other approaches require deploying a large number of 
new hardware and/or software components as well as training personnel to 
learn new skills. 

2. It can be deployed incrementally, with incremental improvements in 
attribution.  This can be viewed in two ways: 

a. The routers on a given filtered network can have their rules modified in 
stages, instead of trying to modify all routers at once.  Although the 
benefits of ingress filtering are primarily obvious when all (or nearly all) 
routers of a network do the filtering, even implementing the approach on a 
subset of routers can aid attribution by reducing the number of possible 
paths that must be traced back.  Adding the rules incrementally can also 
aid in identifying the cause of any unintentional problem. 

b. Network ingress filtering can be beneficially implemented on a single 
major backbone and provide a benefit, and later deployed on additional 
networks to provide increasingly more precise attribution.  This property – 
of not requiring all networks to be changed simultaneously – also 
simplifies deployment. 

3. Implementation of network ingress filtering can be made a requirement for 
connection to certain networks.  Thus, once a network ingress filtering regime 
is set up, it should be easy to maintain. 

4. Network ingress filtering supports attribution without requiring message logs 
of unrelated messages or additional network bandwidth.  Logging systems 
have complications due to the difficulties of acquiring data at speed, storing 
logs, and retrieving the correct data later.  Techniques that send new messages 
or extend messages take additional network bandwidth.  The filtering 
technique (including specifically the network ingress filtering approach) 
requires neither. 
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5. Network ingress filtering is generally transparent to users.  Since the filtering 
rules simply enforce what users “should” do, users are generally unaware of 
the filtering; tools simply work as usual. 

6. There are no known legal impediments.  Since the filtering rules simply 
prevent forging of source addresses, there are no known laws that forbid 
deployment.  In certain cases some state laws even forbid forging “from” 
information (e.g., some state anti-spam laws). 

2.12.5 Network Ingress Filtering Disadvantages 

Of course, network ingress filtering is not perfect.  There are a number of disadvantages 
to network ingress filtering when used for attribution: 

1. Network ingress filtering must be implemented by nearly every entry point 
into a given filtered network to be effective.  If some entry points do not 
implement the rules, then any attack message may have also been sent through 
those entry points.  If there are more than a few entry points that do not 
implement the filtering rules, the value of network ingress filtering for 
attribution goes down rapidly (unless supported by other techniques). 

2. Networks that must support multiple entry paths, such as some uses of Mobile 
IP and permanently enabled backup routes, supply weaker attribution 
information for those messages.  In the worse case, it can somewhat interfere 
with fault tolerance, since the rules could forbid alternative routes that might 
be desirable.  This is actually a variation of the first point; if the filtering rules 
must allow multiple entry paths, then a given message may have taken any of 
those entry paths, making the message harder to attribute. 

3. Network ingress filtering is primarily useful for internal network attribution 
and to determine if an attack came from the “outside.”  Since generally only 
“internal” networks can be required to implement network ingress filtering 
rules, the approach is only useful for those networks.  Thus, in the shorter 
term, this approach is probably more useful for organizations that are 
concerned about threats from within networks they control. 

In the longer term, this approach could be applied to countries or even 
internationally to give more attribution information.  For example, U.S. law 
could be modified to require network ingress filtering on U.S. Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs).  In that case, network ingress filtering could aid attribution 
of a (probably intermediate) system inside the U.S. and identify messages that 
originated from outside the U.S. as well.  Note, however, that it would not 
reliably identify the network for messages originating from outside the U.S., 
because attackers could send messages through interconnected non-U.S. 
networks.  Thus, attackers would quickly move to use at least some 
intermediaries outside U.S. jurisdiction. 
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Worldwide (international) implementation is technically possible, but this is 
probably impractical – the amount of worldwide cooperation required is 
simply too great.  Also, worldwide implementation would aid against 
independent attackers, but not against nation-states.  For both the U.S. and 
worldwide scenarios, the number of systems that would need to be configured 
would be extremely large, and if any were compromised, bogus information 
could be sent.  Indeed, if the approach were introduced countrywide or 
worldwide, there would be many places where messages could be 
surreptitiously inserted.  This would not eliminate the value of the filtering, 
but it would reduce its value. 

4. Network ingress filtering only identifies the attacker network or range of 
networks; it does not (necessarily) identify an individual host.  Thus, the 
approach does not eliminate all spoofing; it simply reduces the range of 
spoofed values.  As a result, it must be combined with other techniques once 
the network or range of networks has been identified. 

5. As with many other techniques listed here, network ingress filtering by itself it 
can only attribute a stepping stone.  This approach cannot, by itself, identify 
the source behind the stepping stone.  Tracing backwards through stepping 
stones requires other techniques. 

6. Network ingress filtering is problematic to naively implement in some non-IP 
protocols.  Network ingress filtering is a general approach, but most of the 
literature examines it only from the viewpoint of filtering IP packets.  It can be 
more problematic to re-implement the same ideas at the level of store-and-
forward network protocols such as email, since email’s whole purpose is to 
pass on messages originally sent by others.  Thus, if the same technique were 
directly applied without modification to email protocols instead of the IP 
layer, it could interfere with mail forwarding and other useful capabilities.  
This does not mean the approach could not be used in such protocols; various 
wrapping techniques or usage limitations could still enable use of the 
approach in other protocols.  Note that this has nothing to do with network 
ingress filtering when applied to IP; email passes through IP-level network 
ingress filtering without problems on a correctly configured IP network. 

7. Network ingress filtering imposes some administrative overhead, especially to 
initially deploy as well as to maintain. 

8. Network ingress filtering imposes a performance cost, because every router 
implementing the filters must check new rules for every message.  The 
performance cost depends on the complexity of the rules.  The rules must be 
sufficient to uniquely identify a router.  Since this is also a highly desirable 
property in TCP/IP network design (to simplify routing tables), the 
performance impact will be small in many TCP/IP networks.  In many cases, 
network ingress filtering can be implemented using one or two rules that can 
be checked without noticeable degradation of router or network performance.  
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However, this will not be true for all networks.  The approach may have a 
particularly large performance and administrative overhead on routers that 
support a very large number of different noncontiguous address ranges. 

In particular, routers that are very close to their maximum load may need to be 
upgraded due to the additional overhead. 

2.12.6 Filtering Advantages and Disadvantages 

Many of advantages and disadvantages of the network ingress filtering approach also 
apply to any other approach implementing the filtering technique. 

Advantages of the “perform filtering” technique include: it is often easily implemented 
with existing infrastructure, it does not require maintaining logs, it is usually transparent 
to users, and there are rarely legal impediments.  Disadvantages include the fact that it 
must be implemented at nearly every relevant entry point, it can often only identify that a 
message came from “outside” the suite of filters (instead of its exact source), it often only 
identifies a range of sources (not the specific source), it can be difficult to employ on 
some protocols, it imposes administrative overhead to install and maintain the filters, and 
it imposes performance costs to execute the filters. 

2.13 Implement Spoof Prevention 

Protocols and/or their implementations can be modified, configured, or replaced to limit 
spoofing, simplifying attribution.  Note that this technique is different from filtering 
techniques.  Filtering techniques, such as the network ingress filtering approach, limit the 
source address value used in the data sent through the network, and are imposed near the 
sender’s location or in the intermediate network.  In contrast, protocol spoof prevention 
verifies that there is a valid connection back to the sender, and is imposed near or by the 
receiver’s location. 

In some cases, systems can be reconfigured to make spoofing more difficult: 

1. Insecure protocols that are easily spoofed can be modified, reconfigured, or 
replaced to use different, more secure protocols that perform the same 
function.  For example: 

a. The old rcp protocol can be replaced with the ssh protocol extensions to 
support file copying. 

b. UDP packets are easy to spoof on an internet, but TCP packets are more 
difficult to spoof.  This is because TCP requires an initial two-way 
exchange of sequence numbers.  Thus, protocols which can use either 
UDP or TCP can be configured to use only TCP, making spoofing more 
difficult. 
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2. Easily-spoofed protocols can be tunneled inside other protocols that resist 
spoofing.  For example, an organization could implement a Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) using IPSEC, and then require all communication to go 
through the VPN. 

3. Implementations of protocols with anti-spoof capabilities can be hardened so 
they are difficult to exploit.  For example, on many systems, TCP sequence 
numbers are easily guessed, making spoofing of them much simpler.  In 
contrast, some TCP implementations are designed to make TCP sequence 
numbers much harder to guess.  Thus, replacing or upgrading systems to 
eliminate easily-guessed TCP sequence numbers can aid attribution by making 
certain kinds of spoofing difficult.  The problem of easily-guessed TCP 
sequence numbers has been known for years, and recommendations to 
improve this situation are publicly documented [Bellovin 1996].  
Unfortunately, many widely-deployed systems still have these problems.  
[Zalewski 2001] found that, in 2001, only Linux and a not-yet-deployed 
version of OpenBSD had difficult-to-guess TCP sequence numbers of the 
many systems tested.  In contrast, other common systems had “more or less 
serious flaws that make short-time TCP sequence number prediction attacks 
possible.”  Windows 2000 and Windows NT4 SP6a were considered mildly 
vulnerable to attacks; older versions of Windows were extremely vulnerable, 
as were several widely-used Unix implementations. 

4. Stronger authentication approaches and practices could prevent attackers from 
spoofing that they are (other) legitimate users.  Some protocols have optional 
authentication approaches that, if enabled, can make spoofing far more 
difficult.  Eliminating cleartext, default, or easily guessed authentication 
passwords would make it more difficult for an attacker to forge or hide an 
identity. 

Carefully designed protocols can simultaneously make spoofing and successful DDoS 
attacks more difficult.  If a protocol requires a time-consuming authentication operation 
when the client makes an initial request, the system is vulnerable to DDoS attacks.  This 
is because an attacker can simply send large numbers of invalid requests, overwhelming 
the defender’s resources.  This problem occurs whenever the attacker can create invalid 
requests significantly faster than the defender can validate them.  There are well-known 
techniques for dealing with these issues, such as: 

1. Protocols can at least determine that there is a bi-directional path by first 
requiring that a nonce be exchanged (the TCP protocol does this). 

2. If the defender must track all partially-opened connections, attackers may still 
be able to quickly overwhelm storage resources; this is the basis of the SYN 
attack against TCP implementations [CERT 1996].  Techniques such as “SYN 
cookies” can prevent this by requiring that the defender respond with a value 
that requires little overhead to validate [Bernstein]. 
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3. The protocol can require that a client first solve a “puzzle.”  A “puzzle” is any 
value which costs servers little time to verify but costs the client a significant 
amount of time to solve.  Thus, attackers acting as clients can send invalid 
puzzle solutions – but the server can quickly reject them – or they can solve 
the puzzles – slowing the DDoS attack.  No protocol design can truly prevent 
DDoS attacks, but puzzles can make such attacks more difficult.  Puzzles also 
make spoofing somewhat more difficult, as they force the attacker to expose a 
channel that can (at least temporarily) reach them. 

Other approaches can also make spoofing (at various protocol levels) more difficult.  
[Jung 1993] presents an approach, named “Caller Identification System in the Internet 
Environment” (CISIE), where during the process of logging into a remote host, the 
originating host must present a trace for the user (which the destination then verifies and 
logs).  This approach requires that every host support such queries and that the approach 
be implemented for each protocol.  [Buchholz] tried to re-implement CISIE and found 
significant difficulties in doing so.  In particular, a way to match outgoing connections to 
incoming connections is needed; this is possible, but the lack of detail on this problem 
suggests that CISIE has not yet been fully implemented. 

Templeton [2003] describes various techniques for detecting spoofed packets.  For 
example, a time-to-live (TTL) value different from past values for a source to a 
destination may suggest a spoofed packet.  This could be combined with protocols that 
attempt to determine if the other participant is truly the intended participant, or an 
imposter. 

The Deciduous approach [Deciduous, Chang 1999, 2000, undated] requires that IPSEC’s 
Authentication Headers (AH) be used by at least some of the routers in the 
communication path, and uses these headers to help identify the source.  Their 
implementation requires significant modification for use: application programs must be 
modified and a new operating system kernel call must be added to permit applications to 
identify the security associations attached to the received data. 

An example of this technique at a higher protocol level than IP would be a policy that 
rejects unsigned and unvalidated email at the recipient’s final mail transfer agent (MTA) 
or email reader (this could also be considered an extreme form of a filter).  At this time, 
such a policy is probably impractical in many situations, but such a policy could be 
required in some situations and might become practical for more users in the future. 

A far more pervasive and controversial approach is “eDNA,” an approach briefly 
examined by DARPA in 2002.  In this approach, portions of the Internet would be 
designated as “public network highways” which would be designed to forbid anonymity.  
To access these portions, all network and client resources would be required to maintain 
traces of user information (called eDNA) so the user could be uniquely identified as 
having visited a web site, having started a process, or having sent a packet.  A user would 
need to enter a digital version of unique personal identifiers (like a fingerprint or voice), 
which would then be turned into an electronic signature appended to any message.  SRI 
was asked to briefly investigate the concept, and in August 2002, SRI brought together 
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respected computer security researchers as part of the investigation.  Almost all 
participants strongly criticized the concept, on both technical and privacy grounds, and 
several believed the approach would not solve the problems it was trying to address.  In 
the end, DARPA decided to not pursue eDNA further [Markoff 2002] [McCullagh 2002] 
[DARPA 2002]. 

An advantage of the spoof reduction technique is that it greatly reduces the number of 
intermediate systems that must be examined by other attribution techniques.  Where 
protocols and/or implementations can be easily modified, configured, or replaced to limit 
spoofing, this approach can be very inexpensive as well. 

There are disadvantages as well.  In cases where protocols and/or their implementations 
cannot be easily modified, configured, or replaced, this technique can be very expensive.  
In some cases, it may be possible to “wrap” the protocol inside some other more secure 
protocol (such as IPSEC), but this is not always true.  The technique is generally not 
useful against stepping stones, since stepping stones can correctly implement a protocol 
while hiding the attacker’s location and identity.  While this technique can simplify 
attribution, it will generally need the aid of other attribution techniques. 

2.14 Secure Hosts/Routers 

Attackers often use multiple intermediate systems to foil attribution.  Therefore, 
attribution can be aided by reducing the number of intermediate systems an attacker can 
employ. 

This can be accomplished through increased security of hosts and routers, including 
removing unnecessary services from each.   A robust security patch process should be 
employed to ensure that all vendor security alerts and patch releases are rapidly 
prioritized, tested, and deployed on all relevant systems by system administrators.  
Vulnerability scanning (both host-based and network-based) should be used to help 
identify any unpatched vulnerabilities.  Vulnerabilities found should be rapidly fixed.  
General techniques for hardening systems are widely discussed elsewhere and are not 
further discussed here. 

The approach of securing hosts and routers is particularly helpful in reducing broadcast 
amplification.  [SANS 2000a] recommends the following (among other steps): 

• Network hardware vendors should ensure that routers can turn off the 
forwarding of IP directed broadcast packets as described in RFC 2644 and that 
this is the default configuration of every router (network system 
administrators need to ensure this is true when the routers are installed) 

• Unless an organization is aware of a legitimate need to support broadcast or 
multicast traffic within its environment, the forwarding of directed broadcasts 
should be turned off. Even when broadcast applications are legitimate, an 
organization should block certain types of traffic sent to "broadcast" addresses 
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(e.g., ICMP Echo Reply) messages so that its systems cannot be used to 
implement Smurf attacks. 

In particular, system and network administrators should turn off the “echo” and “chargen” 
services unless they have a specific need for those services. This is in general good 
advice for all network services – network services should be disabled unless there is a 
specific need for them. 

An advantage of this approach is that it is needed for securing systems in any case.  A 
disadvantage is that, by themselves, these approaches are not enough to support 
attribution; they simply make other attribution processes easier to perform. 

2.15 Surveil Attacker 

If there is sufficient evidence to suggest that a particular person or set of persons might be 
an attacker, various surveillance approaches can be used that specifically target those 
suspects.  These include examining email messages, keyboard sniffers, electromagnetic 
radiation surveillance, and other such techniques.  Even logs of phone numbers or email 
addresses contacted can be valuable. Computer forensics approaches can be used to 
examine the storage devices of suspects’ computers. 

Naturally, there are a number of strict laws controlling the application of these privacy-
invading techniques, so these are not techniques that can be requested or applied lightly.  
In a few cases, these techniques can be used immediately once a particular attacker or set 
of attackers is suspected.  For example, employers are permitted to perform certain kinds 
of monitoring on employees.  Service providers and equipment owners are also allowed 
to perform certain kinds of monitoring of their own equipment.   Employees and 
customers could be required to sign documents specifically permitting monitoring in 
certain cases.  In many other cases, these techniques can only be applied after legal 
actions (such as the granting of a warrant). 

An advantage of attacker surveillance is that it can often confirm if a given attacker truly 
did or did not perform an attack, even if the attacker uses sophisticated techniques to 
avoid attribution.  A serious disadvantage of the technique is that there needs to be some 
reason to suspect the attacker in the first place, as well as an opportunity to perform the 
surveillance.  Also, even under surveillance an attacker may manage to perform an 
undetected attack, since surveillance is never perfect. 

2.16 Exploit Reverse Flow 

Many protocols are bi-directional, including those used by attackers.  If data flows back 
to the attacker or an attacker’s intermediary, this flow may be modified or followed to 
support attribution. 

An example of this technique is the approach called “sleepy watermark tracing” (SWT).  
In this approach, when the defender wishes to attribute an attack the defender injects a 
watermark into the reverse (return) data flow.  A watermark is simply data that would not 
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normally be detected by an attacker.  For example, in the telnet and rlogin protocols, a 
defender returning the string: 

“See meabc\b\b\b \b” 

would look the same to an attacker as a defender who returned the string: 

“See me” 

In SWT, network server applications (such as telnetd and rlogind) on the defender’s host 
system are modified to be “watermark-enabled,” so that on command they can insert 
these watermarks.  SWT guardian gateways are then used to detect and report the 
presence of these watermarks.  SWT is described in [Wang 2001a].  SWT response 
options are further described in [Wang 2001b]. 

One advantage of the technique is that it can attribute immediately through a large 
number of stepping stones, if the data is not transformed through processes such as 
encryption.  However, there are many disadvantages.  Most such implementations (such 
as SWT) require significant changes to pre-existing implementations.  Detectors of the 
data in the reverse flow must be placed in locations that can actually observe the data, 
and there is always the danger of false positives from the detectors.  Also, hosts that 
transform the data (such as encrypting the data) may foil the technique. 

2.17 Combine Techniques 

Since every technique has its strengths and weaknesses, it is probably more effective to 
combine the various techniques to perform attribution.  For example, network sensors 
could be forward deployed closer to where an attacker might attack from.  If the network 
sensors include initial rules for known attacks, they would be considered forward-
deployed IDSs in this grouping.  If they also supported rapid run-time requests for new 
patterns, they could also support input debugging.  Network ingress filtering might be 
useful to reduce the number of possible networks an attacker came from, and then other 
attribution techniques could be used to identify the attacker’s location more precisely. 

Also note that different protocol layers can provide different information that together 
provide better attribution information.  Many implementers concentrate on the IP layer; 
since IP is a common layer, attribution approaches based on the IP layer are more general.  
However, combining information from various protocol layers (such as IP, authentication 
logs, MTA logs, higher-level protocols, and lower level protocols) can add information 
that examining only one layer will miss. 

In theory, an advantage of combining techniques is that it can overcome many of the 
disadvantages of individual techniques.  However, currently there is relatively little 
experience (or available automation) for combining techniques.  Also, combining 
techniques cannot overcome the old phrase “garbage in, garbage out” – if the results of 
the individual techniques are worthless, combining them will not help. 
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3. Issues in Attribution Techniques 

This section discusses some of the issues common to many attribution techniques. 

3.1 Prepositioning of Tools and Trust is Critical 

Many attribution techniques cannot be applied to an attack unless the attribution 
implementations and trust relationships have been prepositioned.  This is particularly 
obvious with logging systems; it is impossible to query a log unless the logging system 
has already been deployed.  However, this is true for many other techniques, such as 
network ingress filtering. 

Even if the technology does not need to be prepositioned, trust relationships need to be 
prepositioned for attacks to be attributed in a timely manner.  For example, input 
debugging for a single attack using a simple pattern does not take much time to 
implement technically as long as the routers are inside a single administrative domain.  
However, rapidly attributing attackers through paths going through external 
administrative domains often requires some sort of pre-existing trust relationship between 
the person performing the attribution and the administrators of those external domains.  
The external domain administrators need to know if the request is coming from a 
legitimate source (with a legitimate reason to know the answer), and the requestor needs 
to know if they are truly communicating with the correct external domain administrators.  
Thus, trust relationships (manual or automated) must be developed so that when requests 
are made they will be honored in a timely way. 

3.2 Prepositioning Tools and Trust in External Networks is Difficult 

Attacks often originate “outside” of the network being attacked.  However, as noted 
above, to be effective many attribution techniques require some sort of cooperation by 
networks along the path from the attacker to the victim.  Gaining such trust, 
unfortunately, can be very difficult.  Even when trust is gained, convincing others to 
implement attribution tools can be a significant challenge. 

3.3 Networks and Systems Can be Configured to Ease Attribution: 
Changing the Terrain 

Networks and systems can be configured to simplify attribution in a variety of ways. 
Network routers and systems can be hardened against attack, spoofable protocols can be 
eliminated or limited, cleartext passwords can be eliminated, and broadcast 
amplification/reflection can be disabled.  Attribution can be aided even more directly 
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through techniques such as network ingress filtering, honeypots, and forward-deployed 
IDS systems. 

We refer to intentionally reconfiguring a network to ease attribution as changing the 
terrain.  In physical warfare, defending militaries spend a great deal of money to modify 
the terrain to impede their enemy and aid themselves, and have done so throughout 
history (e.g., castles, roads, mines, trenches).  In the same way, a defender can modify 
their computer network and related networks to impede their attacker and aid themselves. 

3.4 Attribution is Often Easier Against Insiders 

It somewhat easier to perform attribution of inside attackers or inside intermediaries 
compared to systems outside a defender’s administrative control.  This is because of the 
factors noted in sections 3.1 through 3.3.  Since many attribution techniques require 
prepositioning, but prepositioning is difficult to perform on outside networks, many 
techniques can only be fully employed against inside people or systems.  Also, since an 
organization can generally only control the network configuration and architecture, a 
defender can generally only change their own network to support attribution.  In addition, 
organizations can generally monitor their own networks more effectively and have more 
legal options for performing this monitoring. 

This is not universally true, and there are some countervailing forces.  Insider personnel 
would tend to know more about an organization’s defenses, and thus might be able to 
circumvent them.  For example, inside personnel are more likely to know what systems 
are actually honeypots, and avoid them.  Inside systems are more trusted than outside 
systems, and exploitation of those trust relationships is less likely to be detected.  Some 
insiders (such as some of the network administrators) may be specially trusted with 
control over the systems used for attribution, or with secret information vital for its 
effective use, and be able to thwart attribution.  Nevertheless, many attribution techniques 
do not fundamentally depend on secrecy of the technique, a single inside attacker might 
not know some key pieces of information, and inter-system trust can be limited.  For 
example, if multiple attribution techniques are used, most inside personnel are less likely 
to know of all of them. 

Thus, attribution is in some ways easier to accomplish against inside personnel or 
systems than against outsiders.  This does not invalidate attribution techniques, because 
insiders perpetrate a significant proportion of all attacks. 

3.5 Build Attribution Techniques into Common Components 

Deploying separate components for attribution, and pre-positioning them where 
prepositioning is necessary, is expensive in both time and money.  Thus, it will be 
strongly resisted by many.  In many cases, it would be better to ensure that many of these 
techniques are built into common commercially-available components such as routers, 
firewalls, operating systems, and common network services (including authentication 
services, email, and so on).  This would ease the burden of widespread deployment, both 
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inside and outside a network.  In particular, support for attribution would be added 
without effort during routine upgrade or replacement.  However, convincing developers 
to include these capabilities into their components is not necessarily easy. 

Developers may not see sufficient value in incorporating attribution techniques into their 
products, so it may often require up-front negotiation and payment to have some 
attribution capabilities added to existing commercially-available products: 

1. For proprietary components, adding such capabilities will often require 
negotiation and payment of the developer of the component.  In some cases 
another option is available: developing a separate “plug-in.”  An advantage of 
“plug-ins” is that developing the plug-in can be competed, and a plug-in can 
often be implemented more rapidly (because negotiation with the product 
vendor is reduced or unnecessary).  However, developing plug-ins can be 
difficult (depending on the flexibility of the plug-in architecture), the 
likelihood of deployment is reduced (because adding plug-ins takes additional 
administrative time), and plug-ins are likely to be more difficult to maintain 
over time as the product evolves. 

2. For open source software components, these options (paying the developer 
and/or developing a plug-in) are available, plus one more: the DoD could 
perform the modifications directly to the software.  An advantage of directly 
modifying the software is that the change can be competed and implemented 
immediately, with far less implementation difficulty (e.g., because there is no 
need to only stay inside a “plug-in” architecture).  However, changing the 
software directly has maintenance impacts.  If these changes are not merged 
back into the trusted repository of the open source software, long-term 
maintenance costs can become large.  This is because the open source 
software would change over time, diverging from the modified software.  
Thus, in many cases this suggests a better approach would be to try to 
convince the trusted developers of that open source software project to accept 
the changes.  Early negotiation with those who maintain the open source 
software could be essential to increase the likelihood of the work being 
incorporated into the “main branch” of the software. 

Another way to encourage including attribution capabilities in common components 
would be to ensure that these capabilities are added to relevant DoD Protection Profiles 
(PPs).  In some cases acquiring a product is contingent on a Common Criteria (CC) 
evaluation of the product against a PP.  Adding the requirement to the PP might 
encourage vendors to meet the requirement. 

A related issue would be how the attribution capability is operationally enabled: is it 
always enabled, enabled by default (but it can be configured to disable it), or disabled by 
default (but it can be configured to enable it)?  Clearly, from the point of view of 
attribution, being always enabled is the best alternative.  However, since some techniques 
have the potential to invade privacy or lower performance, that may not be acceptable to 
other customers.  For many techniques, trying to make it impossible to disable the 
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capability is a waste of time.  Administrators who truly want to disable the capability can 
often combine the component with other components to thwart attribution, or use a 
different component.  However, it may be fruitful to try to have some capabilities enabled 
by default.  Any discussion with a developer of a commercially-available product 
(proprietary or open source) should include discussions on how the capability will be 
enabled. 

3.6 Attribution Requires Funding 

Clearly it will cost money to build or buy attribution capabilities (either as separate 
components or as additions to other components), and there are administrative costs for 
installing, maintaining, and using components supporting attribution.  How will these 
capabilities be paid for? 

There is little evidence that the commercial sector is willing to primarily shoulder the 
costs of these capabilities.  Commercial companies are concerned about DDoS attacks, 
for example, but they are often only interested in reducing their effect, not in actually 
identifying the attacker.  Even if the cost of attribution were reduced to zero (an unlikely 
scenario), there seems little benefit to identifying attackers in many cases.  Bringing a 
lawsuit against an attacker is quite likely to be very expensive, and it is unlikely that 
these costs would be recovered.  A company bringing a lawsuit risks failing to convict, 
and it is unclear if a conviction would actually reduce attacks.  Some companies are very 
concerned about unwanted publicity any such lawsuit would entail.  Indeed, many 
companies are unlikely to see attributing attackers as their job.  Most commercial 
companies appear to view identifying attackers as a law enforcement or military task, not 
a commercial one. 

Laws could be enacted requiring certain attribution capabilities be embedded in products 
for sale, or requiring providers of services to implement certain capabilities.  This is 
unlikely to be effective for most techniques.  Most techniques’ costs are sufficiently large 
(especially if research is also required) that any such effort would be strongly resisted.  
One exception to this may be network ingress filtering; it might be possible to impose a 
requirement on Internet Service Providers to require that any data entering their 
backbones go through such a filter, at least for non-peers. 

Another approach would be for the U.S. government or DoD to require that certain 
products must have certain attribution capabilities before they will be acquired.  In 
theory, vendors would add those capabilities and then pass those costs back to users 
through higher prices.  This alternative approach only works with proprietary vendors, 
who receive funding through usage licenses.  This would require convincing the vendor 
that the cost can be recovered with a profit - an argument that they may not accept.  It 
should be noted that in many markets the U.S. government and/or DoD has a very small 
portion of the market.  A vendor can be disadvantaged by spending money to create a 
specialized feature only wanted by a small portion of the market, because competing 
vendors will spend money on capabilities desired by more customers instead.  As a result, 
the DoD may not have any viable application with attribution capabilities, or may only 
have inferior applications from vendors who decide to add the attribution capability in the 
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hope that the U.S. government or DoD will have to buy it instead of a competing superior 
product. 

If the government (including the DoD) wants the ability to attribute attacks, in many 
cases the government may need to pay for it directly.  One approach is to fund 
development and deployment of these abilities for widely-used applications.  More than 
one product of each category should be funded, so that the government is not locked into 
a single product.  If the government cannot switch to another product, the vendor will 
probably raise prices substantially and is less likely to provide good service. 

3.7 Standards are Needed 

Standards are critically necessary for attribution for the following reasons: 

• Interoperability.  Many techniques require automated interaction (for speed) 
between many different organizations and echelons, and it is improbable that 
exactly the same vendor would be used for all of them.  Different 
organizations will have preferences for different vendors for a variety of 
reasons (pre-existing relationships, low cost, enhanced functionality, working 
well with existing infrastructure, and so on).  Thus, for attribution to be 
effective on a wide scale, attribution standards to support inter-vendor 
interoperability will be necessary. 

• Lower cost.  By avoiding a proprietary solution from a single vendor, users 
may be able to select between a variety of offerers.  Competition between 
vendors usually results in a lower price for consumers. 

• Lower risk.  If a vendor goes out of business or stops supporting a product, 
another can be used. 

• Increased flexibility.  If a product doesn’t provide what is desired, another 
product can be used or the extensions can be developed (the latter is 
particularly easy if it’s an open source product). 

In theory, a standard could be held secret inside the DoD, but a component that is so 
widely deployed would be difficult to keep secret.  In addition, to attribute external 
attackers the information would have to be released anyway, so it is almost certainly 
better to start by developing publicly available standards from the beginning.  Note that 
some will have significant privacy concerns, so standards development should include 
efforts to address those concerns. 

Standards should be open, in particular: 

• Standards should be publicly defined and held.  This way, no single vendor 
controls others, permitting competition.  Organizations that support 
development of publicly defined and held standards include the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF), the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the 
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE), the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI), and the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO).  The IETF and W3C are more commonly used for 
internet-related standards; they are also faster to respond and redistribute 
standards freely (increasing the number of potential competitors).  Thus, for 
many attribution standards, these organizations might be preferred. 

• Standards should not be patent-encumbered.  A standard that cannot be 
implemented without a patent license gives a special advantage to the patent 
holder(s).  Such patents constrain or prevent competition, and thus undermine 
the advantages of standards listed above.  Both the W3C and IETF strongly 
discourage patent-encumbered standards for these reasons. 

Some specifications that could form the basis of standards for attribution include the 
following: 

• IDIP (of CITRA).  This has two layers, the application layer (that uses CISL) 
and the message layer. 

• Common Intrusion Specification Language (CISL) 

• Ident extensions (for SPIE) 

• ICMP Traceback Messages (iTrace) – this is an IETF draft 

• Results of the Intrusion Detection Exchange Format Working Group (IETF 
idwg), including the Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) 
and intrusion detection exchange protocol (IDXP).  Information on this 
working group is available at http://www.ietf.org/html.charters/idwg-
charter.html 

• RID-DoS, a simple draft protocol for inter-network provider communication.  
This protocol defines messages for trace request, trace authorization, and 
source found.  More information is in [Moriarty 2003]. 

• Network Ingress Filtering, IETF RFC 2827 (note that this is already a 
standard) 

3.8 Attribution Techniques Must Be Secured 

Clearly, attribution techniques themselves need to be secured.  They should be resistant to 
subversion by an attacker, in particular, attackers should not be able to corrupt the data 
used for attribution or prevent attribution by directly attacking the attribution 
components.  An attribution technique should not create a new avenue of exploitation 
(e.g., by creating a new technique for performing a denial of service attack against the 
system).  In many cases, this will require authentication and checking for authorization, 
and intrusion detection systems should note unauthorized requests. 
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Many of these techniques require trust between multiple different organizations, making 
securing these components more difficult. 

3.9 Attribution Should Usually Be Hidden from the Attacker 

In many cases, an attribution technique should not reveal to an attacker that an attribution 
process exists or that one is being executed.  This is especially difficult if the 
administrators of domains along the path are colluding with the attacker.  “Random” 
queries can help (where occasionally messages are randomly selected for attribution).  
However, employing a large number of random queries is only practical if the technique 
is highly automated and does not interfere with normal operation. 

However, in some cases hiding attribution capabilities may not be desirable.  Some 
attackers may decide to not attack at all if they knew that they risked attribution, or may 
break off an attack if they believe an attribution attack is ongoing.  Thus, a known 
attribution capability may sometimes serve as a useful deterrence.  The attribution 
capability or technique may not even be real, or it may appear to use one technique when 
in fact another is being used. 

Organizations will need to decide if they wish to hide or reveal the existence of an 
attribution process, as well as the details of that process.  Organizations will also need to 
determine how they intend to implement the hiding or revealing. 

3.10 Sensor Placement Is Important 

Many attribution techniques are based on the principle of establishing sensors of some 
kind, then analyzing and using the information from that sensor.  Clearly, the information 
gained depends on the placement of those sensors.  Two sensor placement issues are 
particularly relevant: sensor location, and whether or not the sensor is “in-line”: 

1. Location.  Clearly sensors can only be useful if they are placed where they can 
acquire useful data.  This suggests that for attribution purposes, sensors should 
be placed not only near a defender, but also as near to the attacker as possible 
so the attacker can be more accurately attributed.  To support traceback, 
sensors must be located at relevant intermediate points as well, to enable a 
defender to quickly locate the attack path. 

2. In-line or Non-in-line.  Sensors can be placed as in-line sensors or as non-in-
line (monitoring) sensors.  In-line sensors require that all sensing operations 
be complete (e.g., initial logging) before additional normal processing occurs.  
Non-in-line (monitoring) sensors passively observe operations instead, but if 
they cannot keep up they lose data.  The disadvantage of in-line sensors is that 
they may slow down overall processing.  The disadvantage of monitoring 
sensors is that, if a network or system becomes overwhelmed, such sensors 
may lose critical data, and this is exactly the time where such data may be 
needed.  Fundamentally, this is a trade-off between the quality of attribution 
information (in-line) and performance (non-in-line). 
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3.11 Many Attribution Techniques Require Funding for Technology 
Transition 

Clearly, there are a number of attribution techniques.  However, many of these techniques 
have only been implemented as non-robust prototypes, if they have been implemented at 
all.  Some of these techniques have been developed with DARPA funding (such as 
[Snoeren], [Sanchez], [Schnackenberg], and [Sterne]), but DARPA does not have an 
obligation to ensure that its research work is eventually turned into working, useful 
products, even when that work is extremely promising.  Some work (such as [Burch 
2000]) can only be used under special legal circumstances and is unlikely to be a 
commercially viable product.  For some techniques, government development is the only 
alternative if it is to be developed at all. 

Thus, there is a significant need for a technology transition plan with significant funding 
if some of the research concepts are to be turned into working products. 

3.12 Legal/Policy Issues Intertwine 

Although this paper concentrates on the technical issues, any deployment must carefully 
consider the legal and policy issues with attribution.  Many attribution techniques can 
only be employed by people in certain roles.  Laws and policies are often unclear, and 
may need to be clarified (or possibly revised) to employ some attribution techniques.  See 
[Aldrich 2002] for more on legal issues in attribution. 

3.13 Need to Protect Privacy and Freedom of Speech 

Some attribution technologies can be misused to subvert privacy, eliminate anonymity, 
and eliminate pseudonymity.  This is especially a concern if attribution technologies 
developed in democracies are acquired and redeployed by governments with abusive 
human rights records to suppress freedom of speech and democracy movements. 

Members of Congress have already expressed similar concerns.  For example, the 
“Global Internet Freedom Act” (S 3093 IS)8 was proposed in the U.S. Senate on October 
10, 2002, to “develop and deploy technologies to defeat Internet jamming and 
censorship.”  Their concern is that various countries keep their citizens from freely 
accessing the Internet and obtaining international political, religious, and economic news 
and information; the proposed bill lists examples of such countries as Burma, Cuba, Laos, 
North Korea, the People’s Republic of China, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Vietnam.  This is 
similar to anti-jamming techniques already used by the Voice of America.  If these 
countries could easily use attribution techniques against their own citizenry when those 
citizens accessed or shared some kinds of information (e.g., on democracy or religion), 
and jail or kill its citizenry for doing so, then attribution techniques could be used to 

                                                 

8 The text of the Global Internet Freedom Act is available at http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/query/z?c107:S:3093: 
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suppress independent thought in other countries.  This result is not in the best interests of 
the U.S.; indeed, it’s not in the best interest of humanity. 

Even without the concern of abuse by foreign governments, U.S. citizens will certainly 
want their privacy against what they may perceive as unwarranted government intrusion.  
Indeed, the fourth amendment to the U.S. Constitution guarantees that people must be 
secure “against unreasonable searches and seizures.” 

Clearly, attribution techniques that pose less danger to privacy should be the ones most 
encouraged. 

3.14 Required Attribution Times Will Continue to Shrink 

Some attacks will be slow, over a period of possibly months.  But other attacks will be 
rapid, on the order of milliseconds.  [Staniford 2002] discusses techniques for attacking 
large numbers of systems in very short times.  For rapid attacks, attribution techniques 
will need to rapidly attribute the attacker before the attacker can “get away” or any useful 
data is hidden by a mass of distracting data. This suggests that automated attribution will 
be increasingly necessary, and that manual techniques will become increasingly worthless 
against certain kinds of attacks. 

3.15 Attribution is Inherently Limited 

All technical means for attribution are inherently limited.  These limitations include 
attribution delay, failed attribution, and misattribution. 

3.15.1 Attribution Delays 

If an attacker uses a zombie to perform a significantly delayed automated attack, it 
becomes extremely difficult to attribute the attack path preceding that zombie.  Even 
when the attacker does not intentionally include a delay, there is usually a delay in the 
defender’s response that an attacker can exploit.  This delay in the defender’s response 
has many sources: the defender must determine that the message is an attack (or at least 
that it is worth attributing), perform the attribution, decide on a response, and implement 
the response.  An attacker may be gone before attribution has identified or located the 
attacker, and/or the attribution may have been made but too late to perform an effective 
response. 

These weaknesses can be partially countered by considering certain kinds of pre-attack 
activity to be a form of attack and performing attribution.  Examples of such pre-attack 
activity include footprinting, scanning, and enumeration of systems on a network.  
However, some of these activities are legitimate and/or not really attacks, and they occur 
constantly on the open Internet.  Thus, attribution activities that have a high cost should 
not normally be used simply to attribute actions that may not be precursors to an attack or 
are reoccurring. 
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3.15.2 Failed Attribution 

An attribute technique may fail to attribute an attacker.  Widespread prepositioning and 
the use of multiple techniques can help, but are not guaranteed. 

3.15.3 Misattribution 

An attribution process may identify the wrong location or identity of an attacker, a 
problem that this paper will refer to as misattribution.  There are many possible causes 
for misattribution, including defective software, incorrect data, incorrectly interpreted 
data, and ambiguous data.  Since attackers can perform various counter-measures, 
attackers may intentionally send (or try to send) incorrect data to an attribution process. 

Attackers may even wish to cause misattribution as their primary purpose, rather than 
actually be successful at the attack.  For example, if there is already tension and conflict 
between two adversaries (e.g., two countries A and B), a third party (C) could try to 
attack one (A) and cause the attack to be misattributed to the other party (B).  Thus, the 
third party could escalate a conflict between others simply by forging attacks. 

Ideally an attribution process would also report the confidence level in the attribution, but 
this information is often not available.   Thus, any use of attribution information must 
account for the fact that attribution always carries with it some uncertainty. 
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4. Conclusions 

We conclude the following: 

1. There are a large number of different attribution techniques.  Each technique 
has its strengths and weaknesses; no single technique replaces all others. 

2. Attribution is difficult and inherently limited.  In particular, attackers can 
cause attacks to be delayed and perform their attacks through many 
intermediaries in many jurisdictions, making attribution difficult.  In some 
cases this can be partly countered, for example, by treating some information-
gathering techniques as attacks (and attributing them), using multiple 
techniques, and using techniques that resist this problem (such as 
exploiting/forcing attacker self-identification and attacker surveillance).  
Nevertheless, because of the difficulty and uncertainty in performing 
attribution, computer network defense should not depend on attribution.  
Instead, attribution should be part of a larger defense-in-depth strategy. 

3. Attribution tends to be easier against insiders or insider intermediaries. 

4. Prepositioning is necessary for many attribution techniques. 

5. Many techniques are immature and will require funding before they are ready 
for deployment.  If the DoD wishes to have a robust attribution capability, it 
must be willing to fund its development and deployment. 

6. A useful first step for the DoD would be to change the terrain of its own 
network. By this, we mean modify DoD computers and networks to aid 
attribution techniques.  This includes hardening routers and hosts so 
exploiting them as intermediaries is more difficult, limiting spoofable 
protocols, disabling broadcast amplification/reflection, and implementing 
network ingress filtering.  Changing the terrain should also be applied to key 
networks the DoD relies on, to the extent the DoD can convince those network 
owners to do so. 
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Appendix. Attribution Technique Taxonomy 

There are existing taxonomies of attribution techniques.  For example, [Wang 2001a] 
divides “tracing approaches” into two categories: host-based and network-based, each of 
which can be classified as being active or passive.  However, these taxonomies do not 
appear to suggest the many possible techniques described in this paper. 

Figure A.1 presents a possible taxonomy of the attribution techniques as defined in this 
paper.  The figure shows that the task of attributing attackers can be divided into 
techniques that actually perform attribution, as well as techniques that modify the 
environment to simplify attribution.  Performing attribution can be further subdivided 
into techniques that trace backwards from some given point, techniques that send data 
forward from a given point, and techniques that view network/host from an external view 
and extract attribution information using that viewpoint. 
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Figure A.1. Attribution Technique Taxonomy 

Tracing backwards from some point (typically the defender) back toward the attacker can 
use different kinds of information.  One approach is to require intermediate systems to 
store logs (historical information of some kind) that can be later queried.  Another 
approach is to request intermediate systems to report the “next time” a message of a 
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certain pattern is detected.  A third approach is to examine the current state of a host (or a 
router, but usually routers have no interesting “current state”).  Hosts can be queried if 
they support such queries, and if not, querying capabilities can be inserted into them.  
Many protocols have bi-directional data flows; the reverse flow leads back to the attacker 
or attacker intermediary and may be exploitable as well. 

Sending attribution data forward can occur from some point inside the intermediate 
network, or from the source (attacker).  Inside a network, the data can be sent by 
modifying messages as they are sent, or via separately-transmitted messages.  It may be 
possible to attribute the attacker directly at the source, by exploiting data the attacker 
sends and/or by surveillance of the attacker. 

Externally observing the host/network may also provide attribution information.  Systems 
(or virtual systems) that are not being used for normal work may be set up specifically to 
support detection and attribution, i.e., honeypots or honeynets.  Systems that are being 
used for normal work can be actively modified to support attribution (i.e., reconfiguring 
the network and using those results to support attribution).  Alternatively, the systems can 
be passively monitored for attribution information: messages can be used individually, or 
pairs of messages can be used to identify matching flows (also called streams). 

The environment could be modified to support attribution.  The environment’s links, 
protocols, and/or nodes can all be modified to make it more difficult for an attacker to 
hide their location or identity.   In some cases, the environmental modifications can reveal 
so much about an attacker that they have the effect of performing attribution by 
themselves.  This is particularly true for network ingress filtering, a specific approach 
using the “perform filtering” technique. 

Note that techniques can be combined.  In some cases, one technique can compensate for 
the weaknesses of another. 

This taxonomy is probably not complete.  It is quite possible that there will be future 
attribution techniques that will require this taxonomy to be extended.  An area 
particularly likely to be expanded is externally observing hosts/networks in normal use. 

Better taxonomies will probably be developed in the future.  However, the taxonomy of 
Figure A.1 should aid understanding of the many techniques already documented in the 
public literature. 
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